Lectures Continue Apr. 11
The second of the lecture series will occur Apr.
11 when Moscow correspondent, Harrison Salisbury,
appears in the college chapel. The story about the
Pulitzer Prize Winner can be found on page six.
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'5' Royales, Blue Notes Provide
Varied Dance Music For Weekend
Student Government Schedules Rally Dress Saturday Stresses
For Student Body Officer Nominations Complete Party Informality

By ZIP GRANT
Tiger News Writer
student body, at which time any dent government through nomin- per adjustments in an effort to
By BOBBY DYE
"Monkey Hips and Rice." In two and one-half min-l
student qualifying under Article ation.
Tiger News Writer
insure the efficiency of the stuutes this song describes the "5" Royales better than a I
In comparing the system used dent government.
Candidates for student body of- I, section 2, shall be eligible.
ficers will be selected Monday at "After the nominations have to run for office in the past few Through the interest of the page of print.
7:00 p.m. in the auditorium of been closed, a secret ballot shall years with the correct system alumni association, voting maHearing the Royales is like vicariously drifting back|
Tillman Hall at a meeting of be held before the floor is open- to be followed this year, presi- chines will be provided for use
the entire student body. Election ed for nominations for Vice-Pres- dent Roberts stated that 'under during the elections of April 5. to O. D. or Myrtle in June or July. Their beat is difof these candidates to office will ident of the student body, and the old system, the student was These voting machines will be ferent, yet recognizable as typical beach music.
be April 5, and runoffs April 7. the four nominees receiving the not allowed to see the voting as placed either in the post office or
The informal dance tomorrow
Booty Roberts, president of the highest number' of votes shall be openly as necessary, but that on the student center, where the night can, perhaps, be called
student body for the current year, candidates for election. Each stu- now he will have the oppor- congestion that typifies the post the harbinger of spring because
to office may be avoided.
with the Royales, its sure to be
urges that "it is very important dent present shall vote for one tunity of being introduced
each candidate as he is nomin- As a special feature or attrac- a blow-out. The informality of
that everyone attend the nomina- nominee only."
Following the procedures out- ated."
tainment will be provided by the dance is expected to give
tions and vote in full force, for the
a
In preparing for the elections the Tigertones. Greater emphasis the night a party atmosphere.
progress of Clemson will be gov- lined in the constitution,
erned by the backing of the stu- political rally will be held to of this year, Roberts discovered could not be placed upon the There is one specific and ad- YMCA Cabinet will present Dr.j
nominate the candidates. Nom- the variation from the constitu- fact that every student should atdents."
and Mrs. Hugh McGarity, duol
inations will come from the tional form and has been prin- tend the nominations and vote mirable attribute of this group pianists, in
a
concert at I
Nomination of the candidates
and
that
is
their
originality.
If
floor and are not to exceed 4 cipally responsible for the pro- for the nominee of his choice.
will be open to all students and
you don't believe they are dif- the YMCA this Sunday afternoon!
members of the administration. for president and vice- presiferent, go down to the canteen at 3:30 p. m.
Students attending will find the dent and not to exceed 16 for Preliminary Contest1 April 11
and play something like "Tell the Dr. McGarity, popular profes-j
proceedings both interesting and members of the senior council.
Truth." Music likl this, which sor of music here on the campus, |
In
the
event
that
the
number
educational as far as the student
was
more popular five or six years has served as Associate ProfesTHE TIGERTONES
government of Clemson is con- of nominees exceeds either of
ago, is on the rise once again in sor of Music at Clemson since!
these
limits,
a
ballot
on
the
floor
cerned.
1947. He received his Ph.D in|
the nation.
Election of officers for next will be required to select the
1957 from Florida State UniverThe
Royales
began
the
climb
to
four
nominees
tor
president
and
year will be carried out accordthe top of their respective field sity.
ing to the correct constitutional vice-president and 16 for senior
with
their recording of "Baby He is past president of the I
council
members.
form as stated in the school
Rules and procedures governing competition for one Don't Do It." Contrary to the ti- South Carolina Music Educators!
Eligibility
to
run
for
a
student
constitution. Until this year, proAssociation. During 1951 and 19521
cedures had varied slightly from body office requires that the stu- of the most coveted awards presented to a Clemson stu- tle, the record did do it and sold he served on the Fred Waring |
over
a
million
copies.
dent
be
a
junior
or
senior
with
dent,
the
Trustees
Medal,
have
recently
been
released.
the correct form.
Summer Workshop Staff.
Returning from an appearance Under the old system, juniors a grade-point- ratio of 2.5 or The winner of the medal, an annual award, will be an- The vocal group is accompanied Mrs. McGarity received her B.
By JOHN LONG
at a Wofford dance also tonight, or seniors with grade-point-ratios higher. Senior council members nounced at Honors Day and at this time, will re- by a five piece combo which will F. A. Degree from the Universityl
Tiger Asst. News Editor
greatly add to their versatility.
"Spring Sounds
provides a the Tiger Tones will present mu- of 2.5 or higher could be eligible will also be selected from the
of Georgia in 1951. She main-l
ceive the award.
The Royales are noted for their
showcase for all recognized mu- sic ranging from the Four Fresh- to run for office by writing a seniors having grade-point-ratios
Competition for the medal is
petition and having it signed by of 2.5 or higher.
ability to create new arrange- tains private music and dancing |
sical organizations on campus", men style to rock and roll.
studies here in Clemson.
said Teddy Holt. Holt will be mas- The College Glee Club will ten students who recommended Proceedings at the nominations, held annually during the second lish department in charge of the ments and new sounds for each Recent performances for thel
semester
and
prior
to
Honors
competiton
may
be
contacted
for
which
will
begin
at
7
p.
m.,
will
them
for
the
office.
recording or appearance.
ter of ceremonies of the program make their first public appearlikable couple include a Sun-f
featuring campus combos and vo- ance 6f the year at the Spring Section 4, Article I of the con- conform to the patterns and pro- Day. Any full-time, undergraduate entry blanks and the rules for
Popular Party Band
day afternoon performance to thel
cal groups in the College Chapel Sounds. According to Wright they stitution set up by the school cesses of Robert's Rules of Or- who is not a freshman, is eligi- the contest. Entry blanks must
They are quite popular at fra- Greenville Art Museum and!
ble
to
compete.
be
turned
in
on
or
before
Apr.
der.
This
open
nomination
will
states:
"Nominations
for
Presiare quite good this year and will
next Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
ternity parties and other such so- a performance at the Ramsey I
Any instrustor of English 301 4, to the English department.
dent of the Student Body shall be give students a chance to partiMu Beta Psi, national honorary sing many favorites for the young
cial
affairs because of their wide
cipate
in
the
selection
of
their
stuor
the
representative
of
the
Enginitiated from a meeting of the
Preliminary elimination for the spread reputation for providing Fine Arts Auditoriium at Fur-|
society, will sponsor the second and old.
man University.
competition
will
be
held
on
Apr.
The
Glee
Club
will
start
on
thenannual presentation of Spring
unpredictable thrills in music.
The McGaritys' concerts navel
11.
Judges
for
this
portion
on
the
Sounds which drew an attendance annual spring tour the week folcontest shall be members of the Saturday night, the dance be- been a major highlight in thel
exceeding 700 people last year. lowing the Spring Sounds and will
English faculty, who will select gins at 8 p.m. and climaxes at YMCA Concert Series and are I
Last year's musical showcase visit towns in both South and
12 p.m. This will undoubtly be very well liked by the students I
not less than three nor more than
featured the Jungaleers,
Tiger North Carolina.
enough time for the troops to be who attend, reports Joe Eaddy.l
six contestants for the final comThe Bengals organized last
Tones, Glee Club and Trade
come fatigued.
Co-Chairman of the Cabinet Pub-[
petition.
Winds. It may be noted that one year and since have performed
This dance, which has stirred licity Committee. He thinks thatl
at
Lander,
Converse
and
other
The final competition is to be up controversy
member of the Trade Winds has
on
campus, the students here will enjoy the|
By ANITA THURSTON
sis, getting up eight concerts a ed to take over the Pittsburgh held in the Chemistry Auditorium prompted this statement from the Duo-Piano concert.
since signed a contract with Dot neighboring schools. They consist of a singing group and
season. That year the Pitts- Symphony.
before the assembled sections of
Records.
Tiger News Writer
usually conservative Frank Suth"Overwhelming vitality!" "Pre- burgh Plate Glass Co. engaged
Today the orchestra operates English 301 on Apr. 25. Judges for erland: "All you cats who like to
Excluding the Trade Winds, combo doing such numbers as
reminiscent
of
the
Kingston
cise and impressive!" "magnifi- it for a 13 week national broad- on a 27 week per year basis this event will be chosen from out- juke it up, come on out and have
this year's presentation will include the Blue Notes and new- Trio. Their songs range from cent interpretation!" These are cast series with a renewal for lasting from Fall to late Spring. side the English department and a ball." Whether or not this resome of the words used to des- the following year.
Besides giving concerts in var- will be made acquainted with
ly formed Bengals besides re- Rock and Roll to folk songs.
mark was made- in seriousness
A special vocal group in the cribe the performances of the
turn appearances of the JungaCivic pride was aroused, and in ious places all over the world, their duties prior to the time of has been questioned.
leers, Tiger Tones and the Col- Jungaleers will appear at the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra 1937 Otto Klemperer arrived to or- they make regular recordings the competition.
Tonight from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
Spring Sounds in addition to the under the direction of William
for Capital Records.
Each speech must not exceed
lege Glee Club.
entertaining of the Jungaleers as Steinberg, which is to be the final ganize it into a first class orches- Their playing and recording ten minutes in duration and may the Blue Notes will provide muKappa Delta Chi, a newly or-l
tra. His work completed, Fritz
Irby Wright, director of the resic for the annual Military Ball
a whole.
cently reorganized Blue Notes, Mu Beta Psi has been organiz- performance in the Clemson Con- Reiner took over, and under his "headquarters" are in the Syria be on any subject which the speak- — the formal part of the Spring ganized Clemson social fraternity,!
announces its plans and activities!
direction the orchestra became Mosque, a strange oval building er considers appropriate. Howev- Dances.
commented that
last
year's ed at Clemson since 1938. Mem- cert Series on Apr. 4.
Spring Sounds turned out to be a bership is open to students inter- Ever since its reorganization in one of the better orchestras in erected in 1916 by the Shriners. er, the speech must be an origin- The Blue Notes, a group of for this semester.
1926 the Pittsburgh Symphony has America.
Located in the Schenley district, al composition and must not have
great success.
Clemson students recently organ- The charter members are: Rob-I
ested in furthering music on the
"People came from every campus. On Apr. 5 and 6 they established for itself an impres- The modern Pittsburgh Sym- which is the real cultural center been used, either partially or en- ized under the guidance of Irby ert Newton, Industrial manage-!
of Pittsburgh, the Mosque seats tirely, in any previous public
performances
neighboring town from Greenville will host Glee Clubs from Coker sive record of
Wright, have scored a tremendous ment major from Clemson, presT
throughout the world. Actually it phony is composed of a versatile 3,730.
speaking contest.
to Anderson to Clemson. Even stugroup
of
musicians
who
in
their
rise in popularity in the past few ident; Hal Jones, horticulture ma-l
and Randolf Macon.
was first organized in 1873 when
dents from other colleges came
Attracts Fans
Judging of the speeches will be months. The band has a standing jor from Easley, vice-president;!
off hours do anything from farma music lover named George
Tickets On Sale
to see the first presentation of
Joe Burdette, industrial manage-[
ing to commercial photography. Recently the Pittsburgh Sym- on the following basis:
Tickets for Spring Sounds may Toerge gathered together 35 of They are all experienced mu- phony has been attracting new COMPOSITION — (Contest, or- contract with an Elks Club in ment major from Greenville, secSpring Sounds.
Georgia
as
a
result
of
their
suc"One interesting note on last be bought from any Mu Beta Psi bis friends and formed an organi- sicians, however, and none so un- fans by appearing especially to ganization, logic, clarity and apretary; Hugh Folk, ceramic en-l
cess there.
year's program was that the turn member for 50 cents. The pro- zation called Germania.
gineering major from Fairfax,!
excelled as their conductor Will- small towns of population less propriateness), 30 per cent.
Swing
Specials
out so exceeded the expected gram is expected to last approxithan 20,000. Conductor
William DELIVERY — (Effectiveness,
treasurer; Dean Winsett, archi-f
Decides Needs
iam Steinburg.
The
group,
specializing
in
(Continued on Page 7)
number that the tickets taken up
By 1895 a group of Pittsburgh Born in Cologne, Germany, Steinburg has been gratified by force, enthusiasm), 25 per cent
danceable music with a swing, tecture major from Marion, mem-l
at the door were resold.
citizens decided the city needed a Steinburg began his music career the response of the people in VOICE—(Including modulation, will probable present hits from bershlp chairman; and Boydl
"With two full orchestras, a
permanent orchestra, and an or- at an early age. By the age of these towns. "I have never seen enunciation and pronunciation), 25 the past along with the tops in Loadholt, agronomy major froml
Glee Club and vocal groups
Fairfax, projects chairman. Faculganization of 50 musicians was ten he was a recognized violinist, so much enthusiasm for our mu- per cent.
the current pop field.
Spring Sounds this year should
formed. Three years later Victor at 15 a pianist, and at 19 he had sic," he says, ". .. they enjoy ev- MANNER — (Including ease, Blue Notes is made up of five ty advisor is George von Tunge-I
be as great an attraction as
(Continued on Page 7)
In, associate professor of econo-|
Herbert was engaged as director, won the Wullner Prize for con- ery minute of it."
saxaphones, three trumpets, three
last year's."
As for general appreciation of
mics.
and under his direction some of ducting.
trombones, a piano, a base and
Following a featured appearthe performances of the Pittsthe world's greatest soloists were
drums. The talented and pretty Five men were pledged to thel
burgh Symphony, one member
ance at the Military Ball tonight,
Became Conductor
engaged including; Gadski, Homvocalist of the band is Sybil Ev- fraternity March 14. They are:!
has
expressed
a
wish
that
more
the Blue Notes, Clemson student
er, Casals, Kreisler, Schumann- From here the young man went
att. Business manager is Ed Britt. John Crow, chemical engineering!
band with a variety of musical
Heink, and, as guest conductor, on to conduct in the world famous young people would enjoy classiThe group will participate in major from Charleston; Carrolll
cal music.
sounds, will perform in the Spring Newman Club will have an in- Richard Strauss.
opera houses of Prague, FrankIndustrial Management Society
Dennis, electrical engineering ma-|
Sounds.
formal drop-in Saturday during Emil Paur, a grim and dedicat- furt, Berlin, and Cologne. In Pal- "Kids today seem to think clas- will tour the General Motors Plant Spring Sounds Mar. 31, using jor from Beaufort; Kenneth Blakarrangements adapted from Les
sical music is too long-hair for
Saxophones, Trumpets, trom- intermission of the Spring Hop for
estine he became co-founder of
bones, a piano, a base and drums all the members of the club. The ed man, became conductor in what is now known as the Israel them," he says. "They don't seem in Atlanta April 7. Any junior or Brown, Stan Kenton, and Harry eney, ceramic engineering major!
combine to present new arrange- drop-in will be at Newman Hall 1904, and by his efforts to keep
to understand that if you really senior majoring in industrial man- Jones. The theme song used by from Kershaw; Newton Manly,!
the programs on a "high and ed- Philharmonic.
like music you can get your kicks agement who wishes to make the Les Brown in his concert two industrial management major!
ments of such favorites as "Star- and refreshments will be served. ucational" plane he lost the supdust" and "Two O'clock Jump". Sunday evening, the Newman port of the public, and the or- Here he met Arturo Toscanini from all types. I play the classics trip can sign the list on the in- years ago, "Leap Frog," is one from North Augusta; and Tom-|
who was so impressed by his because I like to and I play jazz dustrial management bulletin of the standards used by the my Gue, animal husbandry ma-|
Includes New Tunes
Club will have a spaghetti supper, chestra was disbanded by 1909.
jor from Orangeburg.
band.
Irby said that the program next also at Newman Hall. The sup- Not until 1926 did Pittsburgh cre- work that he invited him to Am- for the same reason. Music is board in Hardin Hall.
Thursday for the Blue Notes will per will be at 6 p.m. and all ate another permanent orchestra. erica to become Associate Con- music," he adds, "and no matter Tuesday night the Industrial Highlighting the 1960 edition of Kappa Delta Chi plans severall
ductor of the newly formed NBC how you slice it, the good mu- Management Society met at 7 the Military Ball will be the selec- social activities for this semes- j
include many new tunes such as members are invited to attend,
Until 1936, with conductor An"Theme from Peter Gunn" and according to club president Lar- tonio Modarelli, the orchestra Symphony. From here he moved sician as well as the good listen- p.m. in their clubroom. Tentative tion of a cadet private, corporal, ter; among them are house parto the Buffalo Philharmonic Or- er ought to be able to enjoy both plans for the tour and a supper sergeant and colonel from the ties, drop-ins, suppers, and
"Misty".
al
ry Gause.
struggled on a hit-and-miss ba- chestra, and in 1952 was summon- to the fullest."
to be held Junior-Senior weekend.
(Continued on Page 6)
beach party after school is out.[

McGaritys Presenl|
Piano Concert

Mu Befa Psi Announces
Spring Sounds Program

Release Regulations For
Trustees Medal Entrants

Symphony Presents Last
Of College Concert Series

Kappa Delta Chij
Makes Plans Foi
Social Semester

Newman Club
Plans Drop-In
During Dance

IM Society Plans
Trip To Atlanta

College Concerts Series Announces Last Performance; Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra To Play
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EDITORIALS

Analytical Approach

Age-Old Critic Of Student Government Obtains
Chance To Voice Opinions On Election Day, Apr. 5
Vote! Vote! Vote Take an interest! In what? Student body elections, of
course. When? Nominations—next Monday night. Election—Apr. 5. Runoffs (if
necessary)—Apr. 7.
Here is where the age-old critic of
Student Government will have his
chance to voice his opinion. But, very
few of them take advantage of this. They
fail to take out a few minutes of their
time and vote. Yet, they always have
time to sit and condemn—unjust condemnation.
It only takes a few minutes to cast
your vote, the most treasured privilege
and right of American Democracy. Our
forefathers founded this country, this
state, this institution on democratic principles. Why let them die? When we fail
to exercise the right to vote, as the number who do so increases, we are leaving
ourselves wide open to a dictator, who
"with only a few could win an election.
We condemn Communism, Facism,
Dictatorships, while we fail to take advantage of the main differences of these
and democracy. We very rarely, if ever,
express our opinion in public—we sit
back and go along with the masses.
When something happens that we dis-

r

By PHIL CROTWELL
"I expect you to . .."

agree with, we do nothing, except gripe.
When we see a heeded improvement, we
keep it to ourselves.

Last week in class I heard this statement from a
professor that I am sure we, as students, have heard
many, many times before.

What is the solution to this problem?
Go back to the democratic and constitutional right of freedom of speech and
press. There are all types of gatherings
at which one may express himself. Newspapers are usually more than willing to
print letters to the Editor. Forget about
the feeling that no one wants to listen
to what I have to say, for this is not true.
Maybe there are more than you who
think the same way.

On the first day of class we hear what will be our
requirements as to folding papers, class attendance,
types of quizzes, outside work, etc.
Few profs, if any, tell what the student can expect of them as their teachers.
As "expectations" go, these are few, and
for most part only consideration and politeness to the student.
A quiz should require the student to
know the material covered, but in some
cases this isn't the rule. As a student I expect a quiz
to be fair in the sense that it's not one exactly like his
quiz last semester. Old quizzes are good study guides;
however, to some lucky people they become the course
itself.

The above are but a few of the many
ways in which we are losing our democracy through dis-interest. Now is the
time to stop and start going in the other
direction.
We quote from the United States Constitution: Amendment I, "Congress shall
make no law abridging the freedom of
speech or of the press or the right of the
people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of
grievances."
And, also, lest we forget that democratic responsibility demands that we exercise the right to vote.

Fault Of Poor Students May Lie In Reading Habits

These old quizzes give part of the class, who were
fortunate enough to obtain them, big and unfair advantages over the rest of the class. This tends to destroy initiative to study and only drives students to
search more diligently for these old quizzes.

THE BARBARIANS ARE UPON U5
TolkQfTheTown

Total Student Participation
In Election Rally Necessary

The Communist proposal for a nuclear
ban came as a surprise to some, but not
all. But everyone is haviny their say
now. No one spoke up before with a concrete, negotiated proposal. We sat back
and let the Russians gain in prestige.
What gives proof of our not being prepared—that fact that everyone is wondering about the methods of reduction—
the methods of control. Why hadn't we
thought about them before? It's too late
now.
But it is not too late to realize that
Communism is dedicated to controlling
the entire world. Each time we back
down—each time we lose an ally—each
time we make a mistake, they gain.

The
He Roars For

It's also not too late to realize that the
Communists realize that they cannot win
in a nuclear war. There would be nothing to gain. It's not too late to realize
that the Communists do plan to win an
economic war—at which they will stop
at nothing. They have now gained a
stronghold in Cuba — and are fighting
against the U. S. in one field—economics.
This is where they plan to win and
will win if we do not wake up to the realism of the present day world. Let's not
be too late here, too. Let's take positive
action at once. Let's come forth with
some dynamic different schemes for foreign aid, foreign goodwill, for economic
development at home.
Let's be everywhere early.
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Another expectation sought of teachers by their
pupils is some individual help. In this case too often it
is the student who has driven professors to frown on
outside help. Some profs are plagued with requests,
especially from those who don't attend class. They
have a logical reason for being highly disdainful of individual help. However, every student should be given
a chance and not be discriminated against because of
actions of some of his fellow students.

Some professors do more than any students could
really expect of them. Some hold extra classes to aid
their pupils especially preceding an important quiz.
Still others help students with not only academic probcal rally to be held Monday at enthusiasm in elections than lems but also personal ones as well.

Recently it was brought to our atten- outside the covers of the textbook and
By HERBERT ROWLAND
tion that conscientious students who fail the special reading list. He should carry
"We, the students of Ciem- 7:30 p.m. in the College Cha- has previously exisited? Only
their work are, with rare exception, poor from his classroom the concept that his son College, believing that stu- pel.
time will answer this question,
readers. In a feature article in Time it teacher became versed in his subject only dent government is necessary
If that section of the but poor attendance at this
was stated, "English is the key to college after the study of vast numbers of books and beneficial, that every stupreamble stated above is to first attempt is sure to provide
work." We feel that is, perhaps, one of and articles written by others.
dent should be represented in be carried out; that every stu- a temporarily negative answer.
the most correct statements ever made.
Now is the time for those
"Third, he should be taught how to this government, that no ele- dent is to be represented, and
In defense of it, below you will find a use a library effectively as a tool of learn- ment should predominate, and that no element can predomi- who ask for a chance to be
statement by Ralph M. Besse, Executive ing. The classifications, arrangements that justice should prevail, do nate, support of student body heard to show their true colVice-President, Cleveland Electric Illu- and indices which make a library useful ordain and establish this con- elections that has been lack- ors. Will they take advantage
minating Company.
are unknown to a shocking percentage stitution of the Student Body ing in the past must be arous- of this opportunity? Let's not
of Ciemson Agricultural Col- ed.
just sit back and "wait and
A Life-Long Habit Of Good Reading
of college graduates. .. .
see," lets go and see. Better
lege."
"Students ought to be taught the im"And finally, techniques which make
Requirements of all officers yet, why not go and participortance of a good life-long habit of good it easy and inviting to use the academic
The preceeding paragraph were listed in a previous edipate?
reading. A good many college graduates library should be developed."
states the preamble to the tion of The Tiger, and it is
Disappointing crowds have
are never even told that this is a requisite
This is not the first time that this sub- constitution of our student hoped that everyone has faof the educated man. Every teacher of ject has been brought up here at Ciem- body. It would be well for miliarized themselves with been the rule rather than the
these. One important differ- exception at Clemson's polievery course should tell them—not once son, we feel sure. We ask that when the each of us to examine one ence
between the rules for elec- tical rallies of the past. Let us
but often. The philosophy should be- Educational Council and faculty mem- particular portion of this pre- tion and nomination for this hope that such things as this
come a kind of educational command- bers when they are searching for me- amble at this time so close year and those years past, Is will remain a part of the past,
ment. The reading habit should be thods of increasing Clemson's scholastic to nomination of student body that nominations are now not to be revived. This mass
made from the floor at the po- meeting of the student body
known as the mark of the educated man. capabilities that they seriously consider officers. The portion of which litical rally rather than by pe- could well become as much a
this
writer
speaks
reads
as
fol" 'In order to do this I suggest that at this thought.
tition.
part of Ciemson tradition as
lows: ". . . ., that every stuthe shaving of a freshman's
least four techniques be investigated.
Too many students here learn well
This then, Is the reason for head, or it can die before it
dent
should
be
represented
in
" 'First, every college student should what is inside the cover of the text, but this government, that no ele- this political rally, or more
is born.
be taught—specifically taught—both the all. But everyone is having their say ment should predominate, . . ." precisely, a meeting of the
Student Body of Ciemson ColThe success or failure of this
values and techniques of good reading,.. We would like to add just one more
Many words have been writ- lege. It is hoped that serious new form of student body elec" 'Second, every course in college thought—That quizes be so made out that ten on the subject of the poor consideration will be given to tions nominations is up to us.
should include some library research they teach the student to think—to think voting record of Ciemson stu- the nomination of officers, for A fair chance is the least we
assignments which involve the student in about what he has learned, and then to dents. It is not my purpose to it is they who will guide Ciem- can give it; so let's all get our
candidates together and turn
library processes and teach him that come up with some answer that was not do anything of this type; it is son in the coming year.
rather to impress upon you,
Can the beginning of a poli- out as delegations in full force,
fields of knowledge tend to be vastly stated in the text.
the student, the vast import- tical rally embracing the en- and with the enthusiasm tybroader than his textbooks and specific
This is perhaps one phase of learning ance of attending the politi- tire student body stir up more pical of Ciemson.
reading assignments are likely to reveaL that is not emphasized enough here. To
He should be examined on some things teach the ability to think for oneself.
Mumbling Mutterings

Communist Gain Prestige With Nuclear Proposal

Quizes Present Harassing Problems
To Students Who Expect Fairness

Fraternities Should Build Carefully
And Strongly In Order To Survive
By RAY GRIFFIN
Five years of controversy
struggle, discussion, and resolution have resulted in the infant social fraternity system of
this year. Second semester of
the first year, spring 1956, a
concerted effort was made to
plant the idea of fraternity
system in the minds of administration and student body.
In the second and third
years sporadic attempts were
made to put
the system into
effect. Spring
semester of that
year, the first
student government resolution
emerged.
In the fourth
iyear an abortive attempt was made to establish an inter-dormitory system which was, in effect, a system of fraternal units within
dormitory sections. Last spring,
a stronger resolution was passed by student assembly urging
such a system.
Climate was ripening for the
change; administrative policies
this year allowed the formation
of seven "pilot" social fraternities.
Recurrent theme has been
to improve social life and activity on the campus. Brotherhood and fellowships, nonetheless important, have been
minor themees, for there has
continued to exist on the campus a great cohesive spirit of
brotherhood.
Keener competition and increased participation in campus activity and projects (sucfl

as Tigerama), which a strongly functioning social fraternity
system causes, are also forceful
arguments in behalf of the
system's installation.

Affiliation could bring outside pressure on individual fraternities to excell at all costs,
could lead to increased outside control at the expense of
campus management.

This is the background of
the present social fraternities.
In the immediate years ahead,
they must prove themeselves
as welcome campus adjuncts.
Social activity will increase—
the nature of the organization
will cause this. Up to them is
providing keener participation
and competition in all phases
of campus activity which, at
the risk of generalization in
recent years, have skidded
along in vital need of a shot
in the arm.

Affiliation does demand large
national dues and fees increasing fraternity expenses, thus,
in some instances, pricing
membership above the average
student's pocketbook. Without
affiliation, all monies collected could be earmarked for
strengthening the individual
campus organizations:

Nothing must be done which
will break down the single, major student body asset—its
powerful spirit which is forged
anew each year.
Inter fraternity squabbling
and bickering can weaken such
spirit and once, introduced,
can grow like a cancer. Condescension or snobbing exercised by any or all of the fraternities can also weaken such
spirit.
In an effort to insure, in
some measure, the continued
oneness in spirit of the student body, the idea of a local
fraternity system has been advanced.
In format, the social fraternities, organized and to be
organized, would function as
do fraternity systems on any
other campus with one exception—no national affiliations.

As the campus grows physically, fraternity unite could be
erected by the college. Inter
fraternity council could build
facilities for partying and so
forth.
The collective effort would
result in increased and more
facuities. Not to be overlooked
would be the potential of the
impounded Hartwell Lake as a
recreation source, and, as a
bonus factor, Ciemson would
have a system of its own without having to lean on outside
fraternity strength.
Arguments against the local
system are many and most are
meritorious. The local system
has faults but is one which the
new social fraternities ought to
seriously consider in the immediate years of organization
and formation.
In any event, the infant
system must exist for an interim period as a local system.
The fraternities should not be
overly hasty in seeking national affiliation but concentrate
on improving the local system
first.

They go out of their way to help the student; too
often, we, as students, fail to realize and appreciate
their help. They possess two qualities that have been
mentioned and many other attributes as well.
These two qualities, fairness and some individual
aid, are courtesies that any student should be able to
expect as inherent qualities of their professors. Few
professors are guilty of negligence regarding the abovementioned, and probably none is guilty of both; nevertheless these problems are encountered everyday by
some students. More time will be required of professors for these expectations to be achieved, but I am
sure it will be time well spent.
Very definitely the student will be greatly b aefited!
While on the subject of quizes, a student should I e
able to expect his graded quiz within a reasonabl e
length of time. In some cases the professor Is just too
pushed for time to get quizes graded even as quickly
as he would like.
We realize that everyone has too much to do at
times; however, much of the help that is usually gained
from a quiz is lost. A graded quiz can be of great help
especially in courses where future material will be
based on preceeding material. The quiz will point out
weaknesses of the student and a better understanding
of the material will result.
This situation' rarely comes up, but is one that can
really help the course grade of the student.

Let's Talk It Over

Debating Team Adds
Prestige To College
BY BOB CLARK
Tiger Associate Editor
This weekend The South
Carolina Academy of Science
is holding its annual meeting
at Furman University. Among
the topics being discussed are
those of the fields of philosophy,
physics, chemistry and psychology.
For those of you who don't
have dates up for the Spring
_^^^
Dances, you
might find a
trip over to
Furman quite
worth your,
while. Several
of our faculty
| are
preparing
papers to give
in
various
fields. The fields of physics,
philosophy, and chemistry are
to be presented by members of
our faculty.
The sessions will begin at
2 p.m., with the exception of
the physics reports, which
will start at 2:40 p.m.
Along the lines of the abovementioned, the idea of a college debating team comes into
this writer's mind. In the days
of the military, Ciemson had
two or three successful debating teams. Why they are not
still functioning now, we do
not know.
The most expedient way to
set up a functionable debating
team would consist of two primary steps: first, the appointment of a competent coach,
and second, the selection of a
competent team, composed of

f

students.
The coach—He should be a
professor in good academic
standing with the college and
willing to devote a goodly portion of his time to fulfilling
his duties (they would be somewhat time-consuming) as a
coach.
The team—They (four or
five) should be students of fairly good academic standing, but
not necessarily the highest
ones academically. Often times
the highest academically are
lacking in wide areas of knowledge. Those persons possessing an exceedingly large
amount of general knowledge,
namely, in the field of liberal
arts, and who have the grades
sufficiently high enough to
warrant their devoting the
necessary time for travel and
tutelage would be our choice.
One of the best ways to
achieve national prominence,
collegewise, is to have a good
college debating team. Since
Ciemson is striving for that
end, It behooves us to establish the means.
This columnist is willing to
serve on any committee so designated for the establishment
of a panel. Since it is practically unfeasible to select both the
coach and team and enter college-wide debates this year,
the committe could set next
year as its inauguration period.
Teddy Roosevelt said, "What
this country needs is a good
5c cigar." This columnist says,
"What this college needs is a
good top-notch debating team!"
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Clemson Graduates Rank High
In World War II ROTC Record
By MAJOR RUTLAND
During World War II more than
100,000 ROTC graduates served in
the Armed Forces in all ranks
from 2d Lt. to General of the
Army. It has been truly said that
our Armies of WW n could not
have sprung so rapidly into
mighty fighting machines had we
not had the Reserve Officers produced by the ROTC during the
years when the army was held to
a bare minimum in strength and
training.
Clemson alumni accounted for
over 4,000 of these ROTC graduates. Clemson has provided officers of most all ranks. Several
Clemson alumni have attained
the rank of General Officer.
Among these are the late Lt.
Gen. Floyd Parks, Major Gen.
John Hennigen, former CG of the
famous 51st. Rattlesnake Division, Brig. Gen. Robert Jones of
the Clemson coaching staff. Brig.
Gen. Strom Thurmond, and Brig.
Gen. Aubrey Newman. Several
Clemson alumni have attained
flag rank in the Navy. Countless others have served admirably
in lesser grades.

Develops Officers
• The Reserve Officer's Training
Corps of the United States Army
exists for the purpose of developing officers in sufficient quantity
to provide a corps of well educated, all around leaders for an
army that would have to expand
rapidly in the event of a national
emergency.
To get a picture of ROTC as
it exists today you should know
that the Senior Division, of which
Clemson is a part, includes units
of 251 institutions of higher learning and that the current enrollment is more than 140,000. The
enrollment in Army ROTC at
Clemson is currently 1136. This
makes Clemson one of the larger
units in the 3rd Army area.
The ROTC program is divided
into two phases, the basic phase
and the advanced phase. During
the basic phase, freshmen and
sophomore students receive instruction in basic military subjects such a Weapons, American
Military History, Map Reading,
and Leadership, Drill, and Command.
The present curriculum re-

Disc Din
l#*

U.S, Navy Band Holds First Press |
Conference Since Airline Tragedy I

By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
Last Friday afternoon at the Clemson House, the
United States Navy Band held its first press conference
since the tragic accident in South America which claimed the lives of 19 band members. Answers were given,
both by Commander Brendler and members of the band,
to charges aimed at them by columnist Drew Pearson
stating that mutiny was near after the accident.
Aside from this serious part of the conference, some
interesting facts concerning the band, its tours and its
musical format were presented. Thus, we will dispense
with the burning issues that were fully covered in last
Saturday's Greenville News, and get on to more pleasant
points of the conference.
This conference was organized by Lt. Commander
David B. Barth, commanding officer of the U. S. Naval
and Marine Corps Training Center in Greenville and
Spartanburg, due to the widespread interest in this area
about the band.
The first question asked the purpose of Navy Band
tours. The answer to this came quickly from Commander Brendler who said, "The purpose of these tours is to
let people hear good music by the Navy Band." It was
also brought out at this stage that the band tours without any expense to the government other than the salaries of the band members.
At the time of their appearance at Clemson, the
band is on a 31 day tour of the South and Southwestern
United States. This particular tour will take them as
far west as Snyder, Texas. Even before this tour is
completed, bookings for a year in advance are being
completed.
Commander Brendler pointed out that he considered
the herald trumpets to be the most outstanding single
feature of the band. After the concert, it is hard to pick
one feature that is outstanding, since every feature was
fabulous, but if one had to be picked, it would be those
herald trumpets.
During the tour of South America, the band members pointed out, they reached more people than President Eisenhower, and on their level. Everyone was
amazed at how culture-conscious the people of these
countries south of the border were. The band felt that
they reached these people in a way that nobody else, no
matter how important, could. Therefore, even with the
tragedy, the trip was well justified.
Incidentally, this tour, just like all the rest, was
scheduled long before the President decided to journey to South America. He had absolutely nothing
to do with the band's being in this area at the time of
the accident.
One question that has probably been on the minds
of many is, "Were there replacements for the men who
were killed?" The answer to this is a positive yes. The
analogy was presented likening the band to a professional ball club; when you have a good bench to call
from, you don't stay "off" very often or long.
It was mentioned, though, that the entire jazz band
was wiped out by the crash. This was a great loss in
both life and talent, and the men felt it very deeply.
Still, they voted to go on with their tour rather than to
disappoint many people and possibly injure U. S. foreign
relations.
When asked about this voting rather than relying
on the Commander for an order to continue or terminate the tour, one member replied, "Regimentation does
not mix with music, and we are first and foremost musicians. We are civilians at heart with not a conformist
in the bunch."
As the conference ended and we walked out of the
Blue Room, it was easy to sense the admiration that
everyone felt for this fine group of musicians who had
verbally expressed themselves so eloquently. It is no
wonder at all that the Navy Band is the magnificent
organization that it has become with men like these composing its membership.
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quires four hours of class and
drill attendance per week. The
response of students to this
training, study of evaluation reports prepared by Tactical
Officers, and the display of inherent qualities suitable for development as an officer in the
United States Army determine
the qualifications of a student
for consideration of selection
for enrollment in the advanced
phase of ROTC.
The basic phase of ROTC further provides training to develop
certain essential characteristics
of leadership such as initiative
and self confidence, through progressive training in leadership,
drill, and command.
This provides practical experience in the duties and conduct
of junior non-commissioned officers in the exercise of command.
The overall objective of basic
By FRED BISHOP
military science is to prepare
Tiger Feature Writer
students for continued study in
"It has been said by some stuthe advanced phase.
dents and professors that cliques
Has 2nd Mission
In addition to its primary pur- exist on this campus. I will agree
pose of preparing students for the with that statement, but they exist
advanced phase, the basic mili- everywhere, even in kindergartary science program has another ten. Just because they exist is
no reason to condemn them.
(Continued on Page 6)
• ••***••*

By Warnie

Crow Offers Views On College Situatioi

Campus Character

"If the students or professors t student relationships?
think a few people run this school I "I have been on many campusby virtue of the fact that they es and I think we have the finest
hold many offices it is the stu- faculty in South Carolina. Almost
dents' right and privilege to cor- all of the professors will help the
rect this situation. They are to student if he bothers to ask for
blame if this situation exists and help. I would agree with Mr. Epthave no reason to condemn them,
ing's statement made in the
if the students do not try to Tiger last week."
change it.
What do you think of ClemThis is a statement made by son's G.P.R. system?
Clemson's leading politician, Ron- "The G.P.R. system is quite innie Crow. Ronnie is a native of adequate.
McColl and majoring in Arts Do you think it is the best guide
and Sciences.
"I would like to thank the students, on the behalf of the CD .A.,
for the cooperation and support
they have given us. It has made
the presenting of good dances
possible for the C.D.A."
Coker College Glee Club will
What do you think of studentsing
here 8 p.m. Tuesday in the
government - administration reCollege Chapel. The 35 voice girl's
lationships?
chorus will be on a three day con"They're weak."
cert tour of schools in both North
"I will say that the student as- and South Carolina.
sembly is a disappointment to me Program ranges from Schubert's
this year. It could be the most festival anthem "The Omnipoinfluential body on campus, but tence" to an "Around the World"
they do not exercise this privil- medley of modern popular songs.
ege."
Louise Atkinson of Timmonsville,
Ronnie has been in student piano accompanist, is a scheduled
government since his freshman soloist. A trio, Sara Ann Baughyear and was speaker of the man of Dillon, Michaele Powell
student assembly last year.
of Hartsville and Flora Galloway
"One thing I see as a useless of Spartanburg, will also be feacontroversy on campus is wom- tured.
en's dormitories. Why take up the President of the Coker singers
students' time talking about girls is Lois Sawyer of Georgetown.
dormitories when the only way Piano accompanists include Caroyou are going to get something line Quick of Wilson, N. C, and
done is through the General As- Emily Oulla of Florence.
Stennis Waldon, club director
sembly of South Carolina.
"Lets build female dormitories and a native of Mississippi, earnand accept them, and if we are ed the bachelor of music degree
not going to get any dormitories, "with distinction" from Califorthen don't accept coeds. Let's nia's University of Redlands. He
have coeds with all the facilities holds the master of music degree
from the University of Michigan.
and rights or none at all."
This season's spring tour of the
What do you think of faculty-

RONNIE CROW
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WHO WENT TO THE PROM-AND WHY
"Hello," said the voice on the telephone. "This is Werther
Sigafoos. I sit next to you in psych. I'm kind of dumpy and
I always wear a sweat shirt."
"I'm afraid I don't remember you," said Anna Livia Phirabelle.
"I'm the one whose lecture notes you've been borrowing for
two years," said Wertheri
"Oh, yes!" said Anna Livia. "What do you wish, Walter?^
"Werther," said Werther. "What I wish is to take you to the
Junior Prom next April."
"But this is November 27, Westnor," said Anna Livia.
"Werther," said Werther. "Yes, I know, but you are so round
and beautiful that I was afraid you might have a date already.*
"As a matter of fact I do, Wingate," said Anna Livia.
'.'Werther," said Werther. "Oh, drat!"
Anna Livia did not really have a date, but she was expecting
to be asked by Stewart Stalwart, athletic and BMOC, handsome
as Apollo, smooth as ivory, wearer of faultless tweeds, smoker
of Marlboro cigarettes which even without his other achievements would stamp him as a man with know-how, with a
pleasure-oriented palate. If you think flavor went out when
filters came in, try a Marlboro. This one brims with zest and
zip and the good, mild taste so dear to those who smoke for the
pure joy of it. Get yourself a pack of Marlboros and listen to
your friends say, "There, by George, goes a smoker who knows
a hawk from a handsaw."
But I digress. Anna Livia waited and waited for Stewart
Stalwart to ask her, but two days before the Prom, to everybody's amazement, he asked Rose-of-Sharon Schwartz, a nondescript girl with pavement-colored hair and a briefcase.

tozptpirt
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government.
"The students should support
the elected officials in their decisions. If they don't think a man
would be compatible with their
ideas then they have the right
to vote against him in the election."
"Mentioned previously In thjs
column by Mr. Fleming about
campus politicians is the statement to the effect that they know
you before and during elections
but after elections they are unfriendly, which is incorrect in my
opinion. If they label themselves'
politicians and are politicians
they would know this statement
was not true."
"We need more people to take
part and be campus leaders. The
burden of too many jobs is thrown
upon too few students."
Coker College Glee Club is the Is there any other particular
first under Waldon. Today they
improvement you would like to
are making a pre-tour appearance see made at Clemson?
in Bennettsville April 1 as fea- "Yes, I would like to see gradtured performers at # a benefit uation exercises begun for first
show.
semester graduates."
Other institutions included in After graduation Ronnie plans
the tour are Wingate College of|to attend law school and take
North Carolina, Wofford College part in politics throughout the
and Saluda High School.
I state and nation.

Coker College Glee
Club Plans Concert

"JUKER"
FEATURING

we have?
"It may be the best guide to
a student's application toward his
academic work, in fact our system is an inaccurate guide in this
respect, but it is not a measure
of a person's intelligence. Too
many people think it does measure intelligence when it doesn't.'
Getting back to your favorite
subject — people and politics—
what do you think could be done
about the apathy or indifference students have toward their

Help your hair to better health! New medicated preparations contain
a chemical invented by Esso Research that helps in controlling dandruff. Grooming hair or pampering cars ... Esso
Research works wonders with oil.

Anna Livia immediately phoned Werther Sigafoos. "My
Prom date has come down with a dread virus," she said, "and
I have decided to accept your invitation, Waldrop."
'.'Werther;' said Werther. "Oh, goody ganders!"
The next day Anna Livia received a phone call from Stewart
Stalwart. "My Prom date has come down with a dread virus,"
he said. "Will you go with me?"
"Certainly," she said and promptly phoned Werther and said,
"I have come down with a dread virus and cannot go to the
Prom with you, Whipstitch."
VWerther," said Werther. "Oh, mice and rats!*?
So Anna Livia went to the Prom with Stewart and who do you
think they ran into? Rose-of-Sharon with Werther, that's who I
Stewart had felt obliged to ask Rose-of-Sharon because she
always did his homework, but she had weaseled out because she
really wanted to go with Werther with whom she felt a great
oneness because they were both so dumpy. He fell wildly m
love with her at the Prom, and today they are married and run
a very successful five-minute auto wash in New Bern, N. C.
Anna Livia and Stewart are happy, too. They are still juniors
and have not missed a prom in sixteen years. © i«o M.I S

We hope you'll be smoking Marlboro* at pour prom—or ff
you Wee mildness bat you don't like fitters—Philip Morris—
from the same makers.
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Bengal Nine Open Home Season

nee*
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Sports Editor

Intra-squad Game Successful
Clemson's annual Block "C" football game went
over with a high degree of success this weekend and despite indications of poor weather some 8,000 faithful
Tiger followers were on hand for the event. But if anyone could have been disgruntled with the weather conditions over the past few years it would have been some
other than head coach Frank Howard, who by now
should be able to successfully top collegiate indoor football team in the nation.
Among the group of coaches scouting the Tigers was
Wake Forest's Bill Hildebrand who was recently announced the Deacon's head coach after the resignation
of Paul Amen. Wake will open with Clemson in Winston-Salem for the 1960 season which again should prove
a thriller. The Deacons lost few of their strong team
last year and Norman Snead will also return.
Bowlwise the Tigers were again in the limelight
as Bluehonnet president Elvin V. Smith and the
Gator Bowl general manager, George Olsen, were on
hand for the event. And there were also the many
sectional sportswriters, a few including Jim Anderson, Jim Noyes, Dan Foster, Mac McGraw and you
guessed it, Jake Penland.
Howard's main worry next season should be that of
his first team. The two tackle positions should be easily
filled and with plenty of experience. But the big difficulty will probably come in the backfield. Only three
returning lettermen are at these positions but freshman
talent along with some of last season's bohunk's might
be able to fill the slot.

New Faces For The Future
Receiving much praise from Howard and even being
compared with Fred Cone is Tiger soph Bill Muletrain
McGuirt. If action during the squad game is any indication of next season's lineup then one might look out for
Johnny Mac Goff and Wendel Black. Both played fine
games and. Black, who may get the booting honors, got
off three good kicks for an average of 37.3 yards.
As for game action this weekend it did not take
things long to get rolling as guard Tommy Gue picked off a Shingler pass early in the first quarter and
scampered for his first collegiate touchdown ever.
And then only minutes later quarterback Goff tossed
a short four yarder to end Tommy King and the
Whites went ahead 14-0.
A field goal by Lon Armstrong increased the lead to
17 points and at this point the game appeared that it
might be a rout. But by halftime the score remained
the same and the Orange uint rallied in the final period
for one touchdown and fell short of another to make an
interesting second half.

Baseballers Meet Citadel
Clemson's baseball team makes their first home appearance here today and tomorrow against the cadets of
The Citadel. According to Charlestonians these boys
have a sharp outfit and could pose a threat... the cadets
placed third in the Southern Conference and may have
a better team this season.
And while on the subject of baseball we were recently informed by State writer Mac McGrew that the
Gamecocks of Carolina just might be a team in contention for the ACC title this year. The Birds have only
five lettermen returning but have many flashy sophomores. Soph Bobby Robinson will have to take the
catch position due to letterman Bob Ellenburg having
broken a leg this past week.

Tennis Stars Plan To Attend Clemson
Clemson may be in for the best tennis squad that
they have ever had some two years from now. Three
top high school players have indicated that they are
coming to Clemson and will visit the campus this
weekend. The three include Doug Steward of Anniston, Alabama, who is the second ranked junior
player in the South, and Dick Pragnall and Fred
Craft of Columbia, two of South Carolina's ranking
junior players.
And if Steward enrolls the chances of getting Malloy
Evans of Belton, another Southern ranked junior and
extremely good netter, are greatly increased. And with
the added strength of two current frosh, Roy Strickland
and George Christopher, the team would be greatly
boosted. In fact, if these players decide to come to Clemson (the first three mentioned already supposedly coming) it would be no surprise to see the netters vieing
for the conference championship in a couple of years.

Follow The Tigers

By JEM STEPP
i Citadel Cadets. The second game Oglethorpe University, 8-2, 11-0.
Tiger Asst. Sports Editor
[of this series will be played toThe Cadets finished third in
Clemson's Hardballers will open morrow at 2 p.m. The Cadets op- the Southern Conference last
the home season at 2 p.m. today ened their season last week by season and posted a won-lost
against the Southern Conference I sweeping a two game series with record of 19-5. It appears that
*•••****••**•••**• *. they will have the same caliber
ball team this season. The
work horses for the Cadets will
be pitchers Dick Almes and Ed
Colby, two starters back from
last season.
Although they are not related in
any way, Almes and Cobly would
almost pass for brothers. Both
boys hail from New York State
and between them last season,
they pitched 169 innings in 22
games. Almes had a 10-2 record
while Colby posted a 8-2 tally. Al-

Sophs In Tiger Lineup

Annual IPTAY Jamboree
Honors Clemson Athletes

Shown from left to right are Roger Boyd, outfielder, Toby
Bradshaw, second baseman and Gary Patterson, first baseman.
All three of these sophs are expected to play a great deal of
ball for the Tigers. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Bengal Golfers Drop
Furman In '60 Opener
By LARRY COLE
Tiger Sports Writer
The Clemson golf team started its 1960 season off in good
stride by taking Furman University by a score of 19V4 to
1M. This was an impressive win
for the Bengals Six for this is
only the second time in three
weeks that they have been able
to play outside. The teams individual scores were not too low
but extremely good for this time
of the year.
Low scorer for Clemson was
Mack Long with a 76, and low
scorer for Furman was Ralph
Super also with a 76. Mack Long
lost to Ralph Super 1/2 to 2 1/2.
Long and Super are both num-

Tig Hardballers
Rip Ga. Southern
By 15-4 Margin
The Clemson College Baseballers defeated Georgia Southern
In the second game of a two
game series Tuesday by a 15-4
margin. The first game of this
series ended in a 7-7 tie. This
was the opening series for the
Tigers and it appears that the
adverse weather did not have
such a bad effect on the Tigs
after all.
The Bengals collected 16 hits
off three Ga. Southern pitchers
in 8 innings. The game was called by agreement in the eighth
inning.
Dave Sprouse was the startin; pitcher for the Tigs and
Pasqualina, a southpaw, relieved him in the seventh.
Sprouse allowed one run in the
first and three in the third.
Clemson collected five runs off
Clyde Miller in the first inning and added one more in
the second before Ed Brown
relieved.
Brown gave up three runs in
two Innings, and then Pierce
Blanchard finished up the remainder of the game. Five of
the six runs off Miller were
earned as were the five given
up by Blanchard in the eighth.
The only homer of the game
with hit by Clemson pitcheroutfielder Bailey Hendley In the
second Inning. Toby Bradshaw
also aided the Tiger's cause by
connecting for a bases-loaded
triple in eighth inning.
Clemson
513 100 05—15 16 1
Ga. Sou.
103 000 00— 4 6 4

Wilhelm, A Proud Coach

S. McCallum Award for most
valuable swimmer was presented by Fraud Jewey, Vice president of Clemson, to Alan Elmore.
The Morrow Trophy was awarded by its donor, James R. Morrow
to Paul Snyder, for the best defensive player in football. Bill
Mathls was presented the Hamilton Award by R. R. Ritchie, faculty chairman of athletics at Clemson, for the most valuable football player.
The 1959 ACC Baseball Championship Trophy, 1959 NCAA District Three Baseball Plaque, and
the 1959 ACC Football Championship Trophy were prsented by
Doctor Oliver Cornwell, vice-president of the ACC, to baseball
coach, Frank Howard.
In a short talk Doctor Cornwell of the University of North
Carolina, gave credit to Clemson for "making a great contribution to the repretation of the
conference" in the Bluebonnet
Bowl win. The Bluebonnet B6wl
Trophy was presented to Coach
Howard by Elvin M. Smith,
president of the Bluebonnet
Bowl.
The guest speaker, Doctor Noah
Longdale, was given a humorous
introduction by Frank Howard.
Coach Howard remarked that
both he and Doctor Longdale
played at Alabama for a line
coach, Hank Crisp, "who could
beat your brains out, and he
succeeded on Longdale."
Doctor Longdale, who has degrees from Harvard and Alabama and is now president of Georgia State College, has gained the
reputation of one of the top humorists in the South.
Doctor Longdale kept the crowd
in stitches with the humorous part
of his speech. He said that "my
wife cares so much for me that
she worships me. She shows this
by putting burnt offerings before
me three times a day." Longdale
(Continued on Page 5)

Hendley, and Clyton Lowder were
selected by their team mates as
tri-captains. The majority of the
team is composed of Juniors and
sophs, while only three seniors
are listed on the rouster.
This season's Bengal Nine has
lost a lot of its speed since the
loss of such players as Cordileone, Hoffman, and Bagwell, but
Wilhelm feels that the Tigs are
still capable of showing tremendous power. The team will probably be off to a slow start due
to the bad weather which has
slowed down practice.
Most of the Bengal's batting
power will be righthanded with
good results expected
from
Dave Lynn, Harry Pavilack,
and Gary Patterson. Lynn and
Pavilack, both of whom have
just finished football drills, will
cover left and right field. Ty
Cline, a starter from last year,
will be in the centerfield slot.
A pitcher-outfielder last year,
Cline will only be used in the
out field this season.
Sophomore Toby Bradshaw will
be at second base and tri-captain
Zack Burnette will cover shortstop. Burnette played second for
the past two seasons, but he was
switched to short at the start of
the season. Sammy Poe or Gary
Patterson will be at first, while
Tim Bryant or Jerry Reese will
occupy third.
Clayton Lowder will probably
be the starting catcher, but Dave
Lynn can be used at this position. The pitching staff will be
headed by righthander Bailey
Hendley, also a Tri-captain. This
will be Hendley's third season as
a Tiger pitcher. Hendley will be
backed up by Dave Sprouse and
Jimmy Roller. These three are
expected to give the Tigs their
better-than-average pitching staff.
Charlie Pasqualine, Emil Zager,
Jim Markley, and Bob Kimbrell
round out the remainder of the
Bengal Nine tossing staff. Reserves in the out field include
Lanny Ryan, Roger Boyd, Elam
Huggins and Reid Blakeney.
The Bengal Nine have played
two. games up to date. The two
game series with Georgia Southern resulted in a 7-7 tie in the
first game and 15-4 rout by the
Tigs in the Second game. The
Bengal Nine will take on the Engineers from Georgia Tech in Atlanta Tuesday, March 29 and Tech
will be here Thursday, March 31.
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By RUSTY WILLIMON
welcome was made by Doctor
Tiger Sports Writer
R. C. Edwards, president of
Saturday night over 1,000 IP- Clemson College.
TAY members and sports enthu- W. C. Deschamps, president of
siasts turned out to honor Clem- IPTAY recognized the IPTAY ofson's 1959-60 intercollegiate ath- ficers and representatives and reletic teams. The second annual ported that a membership goal
IPTAY Jamboree, held in the of 12,000 has been set for this
college dining hall, has rapidly year. Dean Walter Cox recognizbecome one of the South's ed
the guest which included
largest banquets.
George Olson, general manager
Audley Ward, toastmaster of of the Gator Bowl and Harry Gilrenown, served as master of mer, former Alabama football
ceremonies and kept the atten- great and new coach for the Pittstion of the gathering with his burgh Steelers
witty comments and introducOne of the highlights of the
tion. After the invocation by the
evening was the presentation of
Reverend Charles Arrington, a the individual awards. The P.
*••*••*•* **********

ber one men on their respective
teams. Clemsons number two
man defated Furmans number
two man, Wes Saylor, 3 to 0.
Long and Moser combined talents to tie Super and Saylor by
a score of 1 1/2 to 1 1/2.
Clemson's number 3 and 4
men, Burnham, Uhler and Ed
George,
defeated
Furmans
number 3 and 4 men by a score
of 2 1/2 to 1/2. Combining talents they defeated Furman's
third and fourth men 2 1/2
to 1/2. Bill Townsend and
Gene Beard both scored decisive victories for the Bengal
Six.
On April 5 Clemson will meet
a strong Wake Forest team.
Last year the Demon Deacon's
were the ACC champions. Ii
Clemson gets by Wake Forest
they should have a good season.
Last year the Clemson Golf team
were state champions and they
have very good chances of repeating their performance again
this year.
This year the golf team has
three tournaments to play and
twelve matches. Their three
tournaments are the ACC, the
Baseball Coach Bill Wilhelm is shown displaying the ACC
SIC, and the state championChampionship Trophy and the District Three Championship
ship. The SIC tournament conplaque which was won by the Bengal Nine last season. Both
sists of teams all over the
of these awards were presented at the IPTAY banquet last
South.
Saturday night. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)
Clemson will meet Georgia in
a meet on April 7, and they will
be in the tri-meet on April 8.
The tri-meet consists of Clemson, Furman, and The Citadel.
This should be an interesting
match to watch. It will be held
at Greenville. Both The Citadel
and Furman are members of the
fast moving Southern Conference.
Due to the bad weather the
freshman golf team have not
been able to schedule any
matches as of yet. A tough line
up of teams is expected to be
scheduled shortly.

Mar. 25—Citadel
Baseball
Mar. 26—Citadel
Baseball
AT Florida, Relays, Gainesville, Fla.
Track
Tues. Mar. 29—AT Georgia Tech _.
Baseball
Maryland
•
Golf
Wed. Mar. 30—Davidson
__. Tennis
Thurs. Mar. 31—Georgia Tech
Baseball
AT Georgia.
Tennis

3RD

for the Cadets. Coach Erwin
and his team have faced the
same obstacle as the Tigersthe weather.
This season's Tiger team has a
big job ahead of them. They are
defending ACC and DCAA Dis
trict Three champions. Last season the Tigers won the ACC title
by defeating Wake Forest and
North Carolina in a play off. At
the end of the season the Bengals
were rated fifth in the nation.
There are only three starters returning from last season's Championship team; outfielder-pitcher
Benley Hendley, Infielder Zack
Burnett, and centerfielder Ty
Cline. Zack Burdette, Bailey

No spills

Fri.
Sat.

1ST

mes is probably the faster and
stronger of the two, while Colby
relies greatly on his curve ball.
In their opener with Oglethorpe,
Almes pitched a four hitter in the
first game and Colby had a two
hit close-out in the second game.
There is a good chance that Otadel Coach Mack Erwin will start
both of his aces in the two game
series with Clemson.
Erwin will probably start Casey Luczah at first, Bill Whaley
at second, Bucky Sharpe at
short, Howard
Mickytuck at
third and Joe Cabrinha behind
the plate. Dick Jones, Henry
Mura, and Tom Clary will probably be covering the outfield

Stftofaoofi, %te

OPEN TILL 1:30 A. JVL
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Friday and Saturday

laminated. Really durable
Sooner or Later—
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*2.95
Other Esterbrook
pens slightly higher

THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College*

Friday, March 25,1960

Watch The Goal Post, Gary!

Intra-Squad Results In 17-6 Win
For White; Co-Captains Named
An estimated attendance of 8,000 people were on hand to watch
the Whites, composed of the second and third units, defeat the
first and fourth unit Oranges, 17
to 6, in the annual Clemson intrasquad game. This brought to
a climax the 20 days of spring
practice for the ACC champions.
Captains for the 1960 Clemson Tiger Football team are
Dave Lynn and Lowndes Shingler, Lynn, a 6- foot, 200-pound
senior guard, has earned two
letters at Clemson. Shingler, a

195-pounder, quarterbacked the
Tiger's second unitl last year.
In the first period, Tommy Gue,
a third string guard intercepted
a Lowndes Shingler pass and
sprinted 62 yards for the first
White touchdown. Quarterback
Joe Anderson started another
touchdown drive with a 10 yard
run to the Orange 30.
Then Johnnie McGoff brought
in his unit. The Saluda quarterback rolled out to the right, avoided a tackier and ran 21 yards.
Rising sophomore Fullback Bill
McQuirt hammered the ball to the

In The Rough

Parry Losing Lead To
Determined McDuffer

h

PageS

By PEB BOWIE
Tiger Sports Writer
Last week we left Parry O'Pro and Duifie McDuffer
as they were getting ready to start the last nine of their
imaginary match. Let's follow them now as they tee
off on the tenth hole, with Parry leading Duffie by three
strokes.
The tenth hole is a par 4 and is 360 yards long. The
fairway slopes downhill to a creek and breaks upward
A few seconds after this photo was taken, Orange end Gary
sharply to the green. Parry tees off first and hits out
Barnes collided with the goal post, but was not seriously injured. Defending against the pass is Joe Anderson (15) and 220 yards from the tee in the right rough, but in good
Jim Hardwick. (Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)
position. Duffie's tee shot is slightly shorter, but in the
middle of the fairway.
For his second shot Duffie chooses a four wood and
drives just to the right of the green into a clump of trees.
Parry has a clear shot to the green and decides to use a
four iron to cover the 140 yards to the green. His shot
is a good one but just short of the green.
Parry approaches the ball for his third shot and
Clemson opened the 1960 track firsts in the pole vault and
sees that it is lying on a short uphill slope. He must
season Wednesday with a crush- discus. The Wake frosh were
ing 93-37 win over Wake Forest. led by White who gathered
pick the ball up and over the slope without overJohn Dunkelburg, Jim Moorehead, three firsts and a second.
shooting the green. Parry chooses an eight iron. He
and John Steedley each had
One of the largest crowds
addressed the ball with an open stance, takes the
double wins to lead the Tigers. ever to witness a Clemson track
clubface from the ball straightway, and uses little or
Dunkelburg had firsts in the 440, meet was on hand; giving an in220, a second in the 100, and dication of the increasing interno body action.
ran a leg on the winning mile est in track.
However, in his eagerness to hit the shot just right,
relay team.
Mile—1, Moorehead (C). 2, he moves his head to follow the shot, before actually
Moorehead placed first in Jordan (WF). 3, Jackson (C).
completing the shot. This throws off his whole swing
the mile and two mile and was 4:34.8.
and he taps the ball, causing it to run past the hole and
on the relay team; while SteedHigh Jump—1, Swofford (C).
ley won both high and low
to
the other side of the green.
hurdles. The Demon Deacons 2, Bird (C), Carver (C), tie. 6'2".
Meanwhile Duffie has decided to use a seven iron
440—1, Dunkelburg (C). 2,
were led by White who won
and
punch out his approach shot to the green. His ball
Newman
(.C).
3,
Limehouse
(C).
the 100 and the broad jump.
will possibly hit the over-hanging branches if it is a
The Tigers in the high jump, :50.7.
shot put, and 440 by taking all
Javelin—1, Morrison (C). 2, high shot, therefore he wants to play the ball low and
three places in these events Newton (WF). 3, Norman (C).
with plenty of roll on it.
Clemson captured twelve first 164'2".
places while Wake Forest took
He lines up his shot with a square stance, playShot Put—1, Whitemore (C).
wins in the 100, 880 and broad 2, Clendening (C). 3, Keller (C).
ing the ball about midway between his feet. Duffie's
jump.
44'0".
weight is on his left foot and his head is fixed
Coach McFadden seemed well
100—1, White (WF). 2, Dunthroughout his swing. He picks the general area of
pleased with the team's showing, kelburg (C). 3, York (C). :10.4.
however the competition will be
the green he wants the ball to hit and swings down
120 High Hurdles—1, Steedley
much stifler this weekend when (C). 2, Bird (C). 3, Wilson (WF).
and through the ball, hoping the ball will hit in this
the team journeys to Gaines- :16.
area and roll up to the pin.
ville, Florida to compete in the
880—1, Jordan (WF). 2, Dobey
Florida relays.
Duffie's approach is a good one but it falls about
(C). 3, Stover (C). 2:06.6.
The Tiger freshmen didn't
220—1, Dunkelburg (C). 2, 8 feet short of the hole. He two putts, as does Parry,
fare as well as the varsity as White (WF). 3, Newman (C).
and they leave the hole with bogey fives.
they were defeated 80.46. Ray :21.7.
The eleventh hole is 342 yards-long with the
Dunkelburg led the Baby BenBroad Jump—1, White (WF).
gals with wins in the 440 and 2, Bird (C). 3, Nutt (C). 20'10".
green straight out from the tee, offering our golfers
880, and Rodney James had
a pretty easy par four.
220 Low Hurdles—1, Steedley
(C). 2, Wilson (WF). 3, York
Both Parry and Duffie hit good the first shots
(C). :25.4.
and
Duffie hits his second shot just over the green.
Pole Vault—1, Carver (C). 2,
Parry is in range to hit an eight or nine iron. He
Wilson (WF). ll'O".
Discus—1, Anderson (C). 2,
hits the eight and lands on the green, about 10 feet
Bull (WF). 3, Carver (C). 120'from the hole.
2%".
Intramural volleyball is off to
Duffie chips up close and sinks his putt for a par.
Two Mile—1, Moorehead (C).
a great start. Four leagues have 2, Jordan (WF). 3, Jackson (C). Parry trying for a birdie three, putts strong, and past
been formed with six teams in 10:11.4.
the hole. He then misses his putt coming back and fineach league. Each league has its
Mile Relay — 1, Clemson
own tournament and the cham- (Limehouse, Stover, Newman, ish the hole with a bogey five. Duffie picks up a stroke
pion will be determined by a Dunkelburg) 3:30.3.
and is now just two down.
playoff between the winners in
Duffie tees off first on the short, 180 yards, twelfth
each league.
hole. This is a par three and Duffie wants to be close,
ANNUAL
Listed below are the results of
if not on the green with his tee shot. He uses a three
the first two round of each tour(Continued from Page 4)
nament: Tournament No. one, chided Howard by saying that wood and hits his shot just to the right of the green.
round one; E-2-bye, Greenville "the first time I saw his face I
Parry hits, uses a four wood, but pulls his shot and
over the Cherioceans, Meeses over was reminded of 10 miles of hard
is
about
30 yards to the left of the green.
Kappa Sigma Nu, and C-7-bye. Texas detour."
Round two; Greenville over EParry's
second shot is one that must rise over a
The 1st of Doctor Longdale's
2 and C-7 over Meeses.
speech was of a serious man- bunker and hit the green in the air. He decides to hit
Tournament No. two, round
ner. He spoke of a "record be- a wedge and try to put backspin on the shot, to keep the
one; York County-bye, Staning a glorious thing. If you want
ball from rolling.
back over Powdersville, Nu
something you first must honor
Epsilon over D-6, and Shifty
Parry uses an open stance, weight on the left
it," said Doctor Longdale.
Six-bye. Round Two; Stanfoot and without any body movement he takes the
"What a man honors he will
back over York County and
head back with the arms, wrists stiff. He hits down,
cultivate. What he cultivates
Shifty Six over Nu Epsilon.
and through the ball crisply, letting the loft of the
then will he have the first in
Tournament No. three, round God's season."
club give the backspin rather than trying to scoop
one;
Hairless
Wonders-bye,
it himself. Parry also makes sure to keep his head
Numeral Society over Delta The banquet was termed a/trein position this time. With these correct movements
mendous
success
by
all
who
atKappa Alpha Silvers, Raiders
his ball hits on the green and rolls to rest just three
tended,
and
college
officials
are
over Rebels, and Flashes-by.
feet from the hole.
The Hairless Wonders won over looking forward to an even larger
Duffie chips up and putts in his par. Parry then
the Numeral Society in the only turnout next year as this banquet of banquets continues
to strokes his ball in for the par and the golfers go into the
second round game.
thirteenth hole with Parry leading by four strokes.
Tournament No. four, round grow.

Tig Cindermen Open
Season With Deacons

four where on fourth down McGoff passed to end Tommy King
in the end zone for a touchdown.
Lon Armstrong, doing the place
kicking for both teams, added the
extra points which put the Whites
out front 14-0 in the first period.
He tried a field goal from the
White 34 yard line for the Ornge
shortly before the first period ended, but the kick was both short
and wide.
When Gue recovered a fumble by halfback Harry Pavilack
at the Orange 21 midway the
second period, the Whites were
clearly in command. Wendall
Black carried for a first down
to the Orange eight before the
firs unit line yielded yardage
grudgingly. With fourth down at
the two, Anderson asked for
Armstrong to try a field goal.
Long kicked it from the 10
yard line and it was 17-0.

Shingler Trapped By Whites

to the White 3. But they couldn't
take it over. Guard Sam Crout
tackled Pat Butler on fourth down
at the five to give the Whites possession.
Statistics favored the Oranges.
They had 14 first downs, 114 yards
rushing and 190 yards passing.
The Whites had 10 first downs on
158 yards rushing and 43 yards
passing.
Two of the three touchdowns
were scored on pass interceptions. The Oranges completed
10 of 19 aerials, while the Whites
connected on only 2 of 11, with
King catching both.
Next year's football team is
headed towards another great season if last Saturday was any indication of previews of coming
attractions. With a strong first
unit and a capable reserve, they
will be headed towards the third
ACC Championship.

Tig Hardballers
Tie Ga. Southern

The Whites made another scoring threat before the first half
ended. McGoff passed to Tommy
King
for 40 yards
to the
Orange 26. On fourth down Goff
Clemson's first baseball game
threw 23 yards into the end zone, of the season ended in a 7-7 tie
the ball barely on the fingertips when it was called because of
darkness. Clemson came from a
of Charlie Mills.
In the third period the Oranges 1-7 defect to tie the game on two
Georgia Southern errors in the
began to move. Lowndes Shingler
ninth inning. This game was the
passed to end Gary Barnes for 36
opener for both teams.
yards to the White 33. Then the
After the first five innings Georfourth unit came in the game with gia Southern starter Ray Mims
Don Heilig as the quarterback. left the game with a 7-1 lead.
Hdlig passed to end Mike Bo- Then the tigers chipped away at
honak, but he fumbled at the 11 reliefers Brown and Rivers for
and halfback Mack Matthews re- six runs in the last four innings.
covered for the Whites.
Then the game was called beHeilig soon scored the Oranges cause of darkness.
The run that tied the game
only touchdown when he interfor Clemson came when shortcepted a Johnnie McGoff pass
stop Zack Burnette gained first
at the 26 and barely made it to
base on an error, stole second,
the goal line. Lon Armstrong's
went to third on an infield out
extra point try wasn't good this
and scored on another infield
time, thus ending the scoring
boot. Those errors were the only
at 17-6.
ones made by the Georgians.
With the closing minutes in the
Ty Cline led Clemson with two
last period, Heilig passed to half- doubles and a single in four trips
back Bob Bonnett for 38 yards to the plate. Buzz McMillan and
and to Matthews for 32, as the Dan Stripe had two hits each for
fourth teamers moved all the way Georgia Southern.

Orange Quarterback Lowndes Shingler seems to be having
trouble evading the oncoming tacklers, Ronnie Grace and
Oscar Thorsland. Shingler is co-captain of the 1960 team.
(Tiger Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

Lose To PC

Tig Netter To Play
Davidson Wednesday
The Clemson tennis team opened up their season, last Tuesday,
March 22, against the state's No.
one squad, Presbyterian College
at Clinton. The Bengals were defeated 9-0, but overall the play
was very good on the part of the
Tigs.
Bob Burns, Clemson's number one man, took Tony Wilson
to three sets, before being defeated by him 7-5. William
Cooper, the second man on the
Tiger lineup, lost out in the
second set 8-6. Jasper James,
Playing the number 5 position,
played two close sets with
Ronnie Wright, but lost them
9-7 and 6-4.

Naw-lt Doesn't Hurt!

The nine man varsity team will ■
open up their home season here,
on Wednesday against a strong'
Davidson unit. They will then '■
travel to Athens, Georgia, to meet
the Georgia Bulldogs on Thurs-,
day.
Davidson's number one player"
will be Finley Lee of Charlotte,
North Carolina, who was one of
the high ranking players in the
southern juniors when he participated. The squad will be a little',
bit weaker than usual, not only
losing key players, but losing'
Coach Dick McKee, who is now at"
Furman.
The
University of Georgia, ■
coached by Dan McGill, will be
somewhat weaker than usual, although they are expected to be
one of the south's leading teams.
Charlie Bryan of Columbus, Georgia, is expected to lead the Bulldogs this season.
A summary of the Presbyterian
match is as follows:
Tony Wilson, P. C. defeated
Bob Burns, 6-4, 3-6, 7-5; Tom
Elliott, P.C. defeated William
Cooper, 6-3, 8-6; Bensie Frampton, P.C. defeated Bobby Lynn,
6-0, 6-2; BUI Stone, P.C. defeated John Nutt, 6-1, 6-1; Ronnie
Wright, P.C. defeated Jasper
James, 9-7, 6-4; and Harold
Hope, P.C. defeated Wingate
Sikes, 6-0, 6-1.
Doubles: Frampton-Elliott, P.C.
defeated Burns-Cooper, 6-3, 6-3;
Bobby Doyon-Nutt, Clemson, lost
to Wright-Hope, P.C, 5-7, 6-4,
6-4; Caverness-Heard, P.C. defeated Frank Holroyd-Rusty Willimon,
6-4, 6-0.
'

Four Intramural
Leagues Formed
For Volleyball

one; Demons over Owl Club,
Rippers over Boo-Rays, Delta
Kappa Alpha Greens over
Flappers and Bandits over
F-3. No games were reported
for the second round.
Here are several of the more
important rules which should be
noted by team members: The
ball may be touched only 3
times and a player may not hit
the ball twice in succession; A
captain may play only those
whose names are on his eligibility roster.
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THIS DANCE WEEK-END
FOR FINE FOOD
IT'S THE

SENC0NE RESTAURANT
Enjoy Your Meal in Attractive Surroundings

Walt Gibbons is shown "chowing down" on Cub Tommy McHaffey in the Block "C" initiation.
Gibbons is noted for his efficiency with the pad He; Tommy is noted for his big mouth. (Tiger
Sports Photo by Alex McCormack.)

KGDL

KROSSWORD

ACROSS

DOWN

1. Did SO mph
6. The Swigs look
up to 'em
9. Yearning wood
10. Place lor
defense
mechanisms
11. Indian VTP
12. Assert
13. One (Spanish)
14. Lions
restaurant in
Rome
15. More icky
17. Small island
18. Unit lor
alley cats
32. Unappreciative
date
24. One of the
Shah's names
25. ft
26. Winged
27. Skipping,
as t'my Lon
29. Gin
establishments
SO. Actor
Alistair ,
31. Given money
33. Hangout
35. Hawaiian tree;
an altered oak
86. It's ahead
of West
39. Poker money...
from Uncle?
40. People who
enjoy hot music
(2 words)
42. The I's of
Germany
43. The Scripture*
(2 words)
44. What the lazy
are big on
45. They're French
46. "She's just
my—"

1. Neat tree
2. Jazzman's
"box"
5. What we hop*
you're doing
right now
(3 words)
4. Latin goddess,
like Sophia?
6. Kind of cry
(2 words)
6. Phone to your
best gal?
(2 words)
T. Before you
were born
8. AWOL eats?
14. Short argument
16. Where to find
Kool's filter
18. What Kools are
as refreshing as
(2 words)
19. You can depend
on it
20. Celestial arcs
21. Smokers are
__ for Kool's
Menthol Magic
23. Incursion
25. Tiny
communist
28. Communist's
end
29.
'- mouthed
82. They feel clean
and smooth
deep down in
your throat
34. Robinsville
86. Grand old name
87. On your toes
88. Italian family
with much
esteem
40. Sigma's
last name
41. Small
hundredweight
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When your throat tells )
you its time for a change/) |
you need
^y
a real

37

38

For certain young men tWs pre*
tents a career of real executive
opportunity. Here, perhaps you
will have the chance to master a
profession full of meaning, excite^
merit and rewards... as a Navigator in the U. S. Air Force.
To qualify for Navigator train'
ing as an Aviation Cadet you must
be an American citizen between 19
and 26yi—single, healthy and in-j
teliigent. A high school diploma is
required, but some college is highly
desirable. Successful completion of
the training program leads to a
commission as a Second Lieutenant... and your Navigator wingsi
If you think you hare what it
rakes to measure up to the Avia~
(ion Cadet Program for Navig*;
tor training, see your local Air
Force Recruiter. Or clip aad matf
ibis coupon.
There's a place for t<mmrv»*4
leaders on the
._. — ^-^
Aerospace Team. I
| Cj f

A

YOU NEED THE

.

-m-^LJ.O.

Air rorce
"

MAN. TalS COUPON TODAY
"•' -""- INFOMMTIOM

DEPT. SCI.03A

BUA /W«u, t
MIWM 4. D.C
I am between 19 and 26'A, a ciriren
of me U. S. and a high school graduate
with
years of college. Please
send me detsHed information an fiw
Ariation Cadet program.

SENECA, S. C.

PHONE TUxedo 2-3113

5

'

si 1

TRY OUR

3

i
A^S^Ii
This k the B-52. Advanced as k
may be, this airplane has one tiling
in common with the first wargalleys of ancient Egypt...and
with the air and space vehicles of
the future. Someone must chart it*
course. Someone must navigate it

OF

KODL
©ISSO, SHOWN £ WILLIAMSON TOBACCO COOP.
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Scabbard And Blade Announces
Festivities For Dance Weekend

Will Sponsor Scabbard And Blade Members Tonight

Festivities for the Military Ball
this weekend will begin with the
Annual Scabbard and Blade Banquet at 7 p. m. tonight in the
Clemson House.
Brigadier General Chester A.
Dahlen, assistant
post commander, United States Army Infantry School, will speak at the
annual banquet.
Dahlen, a graduate of the United States Military Academy, West
Point, is a veteran of the Second
World War and the Korean Conflict. He has received the Silver
Star, Purple Heart, French Legion of Honor and Croix de Gueree.
Attendance at the banquet is
limited to
members of the
Arnold Air Society, Executive
Sergeants, Scabbard and Blade,
Pershing Rifles and to all Army

and Air Force ROTC seniors.
Other guests at the banquet will
include various faculty departmental heads, Army and
Air
Force ROTC Cadre officers and
heads of the Administrative departments.
The banquet will be held in the
Clemson Room of the Clemson
House and will be smorgasboard
style.
The judging of candidates for
honorary cadet titles will take
place immediately following the
Military Banquet.
Candidates
for
Honorary
Cadet Colonel will be selected
from the dates of members of
Scabbard and Blade and Honorary Cadet Sergeant from
dates of the Executive Sergeants.
Also Honorary Cadet Corporal

Faculty Personnel Plan
Presentation Of Papers

from dates of the Pershing Rifles
and Honorary Cadet Private from
dates of the Army and Air Force
Drill Teams.
With the exception of candidates
for Honorary Cadet Private, all
judging will take place at the

Clemson House just foUowing the
Military Banquet.
Escorts of candidates for Honorary Cadet Private are requested to bring their dates to meeting rooms 4 and 5 promptly at
8:45 p. m. tonight.
In order to be entered into
these contests, an candidates
(Continued from Page 3)
must be present at the above devery
important
mission. In- signated places at the proper
asmuch as only about 25 percent time.
of the students completing
the
basic phase are selected for enrollment in the advanced phase,
a concerted effort is made during
the period of enrollment in the
basic phase to develop traits in
the student that win make him a
better citizen.
Respect for lawful authority
and the rights of others is stressed. A study of the organization
and operation of certain branches
of the Government familiarizes
the student with the governing
bodies of our great nation. An historical background of our country
and the world gives the student
a better
perspective of the
growth and development of our
nation.
At Clemson there are currently
936 students participating in the
basic phase of Military Science.
The interest and enthusiasm displayed in class work and on the
drill field reflect the interest of
DAHLEN
the students in the program and
the desire of most to continue in '
the advanced program.

CLEMSON

Speaks Here

Papers will be presented by ;in Laue Back-Reflection Photoeight Clemson personnel at the i graphs."
23rd annual meeting of the South ] All students are invited to atCarolina Acadamy of Science at ;tend the general meeting to hear
Furman University tomorrow at the topic of their choice, accordthe general meeting.
;ing to Dr. W. Gilbert Miller.
will be
no admission
Today there win be a council I There
meeting at 3 pxa. in the Science I charge.
Building. Tonight there will be a
banquet, after which an address
will be given by E. M. Hicks, Jr.,
COMPLIMENTS
| Technical Service Director, Texj tile Fibers Department, E. I. du
OF
(Continued from Page 1)
Sigma Xi Club, honorary facul'Pont de Nemours and Company.
ranks
of
the
dates
of
the
FreshRegistration begins tomorrow ty research group, will present man DriU Platoon, Pershing RiI morning and the general meeting Dr. Frank A. Vingiello as a guest fles, Executive Sergeants and
is at 10:30 aon. After a luncheon speaker at a meeting of the Scabbard and Blade, respectivein the Furman cafeteria, the gen- club to be held in the auditorium
At tonight's Military Ball the above girls will sponsor members Clemson for Bud Nalley, Miss Donna Dingle from Georgetown eral meeting will be divided into of the Civil Engineering BuildAdmission to the Military Ball
of Scabbard and Blade. They are; top row, left to right, Mrs. for Bob Boles. Miss Mary Alice White from Lander College for
a psychology section, a biolgoy ing at 8:00 p. m., March 31.
win be SI.00 for military students
Frances Davenport from Clemson for Ted Davenport Miss Ann Booty Roberts, Miss June Chapman from Greenwood for W. C.
section, a philosophy section, and
Dr. Vingiello, professor of or- and S2.50 for non-military stuFaile from Winthrop College and Kershaw for Buck Deaton, Anderson; bottom row, Miss Anne Bell from TJ.S.C. and SumCLEMSON, S. C.
Miss Martha Tinsley from Laurens for James Hill, Miss Joyce merville for Jerry Brown, Miss Sandra Knox from Columbia a chemistry and physics section. ganic chemistry at Virginia Poly- dents. Saturday night admission
J.
B.
Whitney,
professor
of
bottechnic
Institute,
will
speak
on
Simmons from Lander College and Laurens for John Cook, Miss College and Greenwood for John H. Roberts, Miss Mae Linda
wiU be S3.50 stag or drag.
Elaine Anderson from Converse College and Spartanburg for Marett from Anderson for Ray Sweeney. Miss Jeannie Johns- any, will deliver a paper entitled "Chemical Structure and BiologAnyone
Can ical Activity." The meeting is:
Ed Maddox; Middle row, Miss Betty Ann Land from Converse ton from Flora McDonald College for Paul Martin and Mrs. "A Greenhouse
Build" in the biology section. W. open to the public and should be
College and Greenville for Jim Scott, Mrs. Anita N'alley from Carolyn Creel for Jim Creel.
Gilbert Miller, professor of math- of special interest to students and I
ematics, will deliver a paper in faculty in physics,
chemistry, j
NEW SHIPMENT IN
the philosophy section on "A Note and the biological sciences.
On Scientific Theories."
Dr. Vingiello is currently en• BLAZERS
• TIES
In the chemistry section, pergaged in research bearing
on
sonnel
speaking
from
Clemson
are
By ZIP GRANT
if0r eight years.
• Action" fellowship for that sum- jthe top graduate schools of the
such questions as: Why is sugar
• SUITS
• SOCKS
Tiger Feature Writer
Dr. Trevillian received a B. S.; iner at Case Institute of Tech- ; nation and making outstanding F. I. Brownley, Jr., H. M. White, sweet? Why does DDT kill cerand
J.
G.
Dinwiddie,
Jr.
F.
I.
Initiated in the fall of 1955. In- j degree from the University of Vir- nology in Cleveland, Ohio.
[records.
tain insects?, and Why does ben• SLACKS
• BURMUDAS
Brownley, professor and head of
70 (ai pyrene cause cancer? He
rial Management now attracts, giaia in 1940. After serving in the n is easy to see why Dr. Tre-i rjr. Trevillian, a bachelor, has the chemistry department,
will
* =. army from 1941 to 194o, he re- villan is listed in Who Who's In an apartment m toe ciemson
plans to discuss the relationship'
• SPORT SHIRTS
• T-SHIRTS
more than 10 per cent of thej^^ to ^ zhaz ^^ for j^
speak on "A Spectrophotometric
America. At Clemson he is chair- !House. Attractively fumshed with
between certain chemical struc-l
Determination of Fluorides in WaClemson student body with some; Master's degree.
tures and the behavior of those;
man of the Arts and Science Cur-1 antiques and oddities collected in
• SHOES
• SWIM SUITS
ter."
462 students - the second largest
He took a year's leave from
molecular structures in biological!
riculum Committee, Secretary to'Mexico and Europe, this apart- j
H.
M.
White
and
J.
W.
Dinwidmajor on campus.
systems.
Clemson for post graduate stu- jthe General Faculty. Secretary!ment is an example of his diver-!
die, Jr. win speak on 'A Study
or- {to
Head of this growing depart- dy at the University of Calif
Califorjto the Faculty Senate and mem- sified tastes.
This program is the second of
of Geometrical Isomerism in Dibment is Dr. W. D. Trevillian from nia and received a Ph.D. from [ber of the College Wide Lecture
In answer to the question, "To enzalacetone." White is a grad- a series of lectures sponsored by
Cjarlottesvflle, Va. Trevillian took: the University of Virginia in Committee. He is also a member
what do you attribute the large juate student in chemistry and Sigma Xi. Dr. Dawson, a plant'
over as head of the department 1954. In 1958 the doctor was the of the Episcopal Church and a
number
of transfers to industrial! Dinwiddie is an associate profes- physiologist from Columbia Uni- j
in 1955 after teaching economics' recipient of the "Sconomics-In past president of the Clemson
versity, visited the campus last!
management?,"
Trevillian saidjsor of chemistry,
Cotillion Club.
that on entering college many stu- Professor L. D. Huff, head of fall for the first of the lectures. |
On the national level, he is a dents give little thought to the the Physics Department,
will
member of Academy of Manage- question of curriculum and many j serve as chairman of the physics r, ment, Southern Economic Asso- later realize that a broad general j section. His address will be on ii
Pershing Rifles, a crack drill Ceremonies to be held toward the; elation, American Accounting Asi
education slanted toward prepar-; "Physics Tomorrow: A Preview i
unit under the leadership of Ca- ] close of the school year.
sedation and American Economic
i
ing a student for a business ca- Of the New Physics Building at
i
dct M-Sgt. James M. Thomas,
The Air Force Drill Team, an- Association.
reer is more compatible to their i Clemson." J. R. Trimmier, gradwill officially open the list of other of the crack units of ClemCommenting on the IM de- aptitudes and objectives thanj uate student in physics, will speak
activities which will culminate
partment, TrevilliaB said, "Nat- their original choice.
"Stress Measurements in Polyson's ROTC detachments, and unduring the Military Ball.
urally the department is still
He also stated that the word t crystalline Metals by X-Ray Difder tte
The PR's specialize in a fancy
^ership of Cadet M-Sgt. suffering from some growing management has tremendous gla-! fraction."
'shuffle-step" type drill, and have Fred Redeker, will present an ex- pains, but we will put our sen- mour and status appeal to the
T. B. Ponder, graduate student
iors up against any seniors here uninitiated, but such superficial i in physics, will deliver a paper
istinguished themselves in past bibition during intermission.
or
; ears in performances throughout ^ cadets will be the regulation! or any other University.
appeal fades rapidly when the* on "Neutron Flux Distribution for
state as well as on a nation- winter uniform with a white plain i They are receiving good sala- student is confronted with such Various
Fuel
Rod Configuravride scale.
. coUared shirt and black bow tie.jrjes upon entering many varied disciplines as accounting, econo-l tions." W. E. Gettys, graduate
student in physics, will speak on
The highlight of the evening will K * stressed tnat attendance H fields." He also added that IM mics, etc.
jthe "Use of Gnomonic Projection
begin immediately prior to inter-1 not lilmted to mmtary Personnel, i graduates are entering some of
mission with a fancy saber drill
by the Executive Sergeants led
See The Dinah Shore Chevy Show in color Sundays, NBC-TV—Tb* Pat Boone Chery Showroom weekly, ABC-TT
by Cadet M-Sgt. Robert S. Hill.
At the end of their exhibition,
the Executive Sergeants will form
a saber arch through which the
Honorary Cadets will be escorted.
The crowning ceremonies will
be closed with the Queen's Dance
led by General Dahlen and the I
Honorary Cadet Colonel. In ad- j
cation to her honors tonight, Honorary Cadet Colonel win reign
over Decorations and Awards Day

Vingiello Speaks
To Faculty Group

'5' ROYALES

BARBARAS
BEAUTY
SALON

FOR YOUR SPRING & SUMMER NEEDS

Trevillian Speaks On Industrial Management

. He»i*

SHOP

I

Pershing Rifles to Drill

A Campus-to-Career Case History

■

Clemson Theatre

Mark Dollard (center) discusses an impending customer service problem with two of his supervisors.

COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011
FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.
AND TUES.
March 25-29

SIX-PASSENGER

WALT DISNEY'S

STATION SEDAN

//

Toby Tyler

II

In Technicolor

CAR OR

...CORVAIR IS BOTH!

A wonderfnfty iseful folding seat makes erery
Conrar taw cars ■ one. fast one quick ffip and jot
increase the taggage and parcel space to 28.9 cubic
feet ted just as sim ply. you're back to comfortabte
six-passenger capacity, tfs standard equipment
... and extraordinarily practical.

Conrair does car-pool duty with the biggest
and best of them. Going to work or school or
out for the evening, you've got a genuine
six-seater. As for carting around piles of stuff
instead of people, just look at Corvair's station-

sedan load space with the rear seat folded. And
when that's full you can start on the trunk
Corvajr, you see, is no ordinary compact
car. No others are so versatile, so ingeniously
engineered—with independent suspension at
all four wheels, an air-cooled rear engine
that never needs water or antifreeze. You just
cant compare anything else coming out
these days with a Corvair. Drive one ... soon.

*
For economical ^rtP\/fl|l*
transportation^ e«VT»l£T

WED. AND THURS.
March 30-31

"The House Of
Intrigue"

Mark C. Dollard earned his B.A. degree
in English from Yale University in June,
1955. He joined the New York Telephone
Company the following July 18th. Three
and a half years later, he became a District Manager for the company in New
York City—with a staff of 87 people reporting to him and responsibility for
49,000 customer accounts.
Mark's choice of a telephone career came
after numerous job interviews in a variety
of business fields. ''"What sold me," he
says, "was the telephone company's reputation for solid managerial training, stability and growth. And I was impressed
by the high caliber of people I met during
my visit to the company.''

with
CURT JURGENS AND
DAWN ADDAMS

And those are the things to which Mark
credits his rapid advancement His training during his first two years covered a
wide range of activities ... including the
handling of customer contacts in the
business office, selling communications

FRI.-SAT.-SUN.-MON.
April 1-4

"Suddenly Last
Summer"

senices to businessmen and supervising a
business office.
'"It was the company's vigorous growth
that created the opportunity for me to become District Manager in January. 1959,"
Mark points out
"What I like most about my present position is the variety of managerial responsibilities I have," he says. "It's interesting,
stimulating work. I deal with sales and
marketing programs, handle personnel
problems and make a lot of public relations contacts."

*

*

Drive it—it's fun-tastid See yomr local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery, favorable deals.

*

The message for you? Stability, growth,
systematic training and genuine advancement opportunities all add up to rewarding
careers with the Bell Telephone Companies.
Be sure to look into the opportunities for
you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when
he visits your campus — and read the Bell
Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office. You'll like what you learn.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

with
MONTGOMERY CLIFF,
KATHERINE HEPBURN

There's a message for you
in Mark Bollard's progress story
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!ollege Alumni Frank Howard Receives Blue Bonnet Bowl Troohv Reviews Archibald Madeish's 'J. B7
Pulilizer
Prize Winner
Last Year
By FRED HOOVER
of good wrangling rhetoric with

roup Ranks

Sigh In Nation
CLEMSON, S. C. — Clemson
College Alumni stand seventh
tationally among public supportId institutions in terms of perlent participation in the Alumni
Jund. A national report covering
(he 1958-59 year has been released by the American Alumni
Council.
Douglas College, of New
3runswick, New Jersey, had the
lop alumni participation with
|0.3 percent, while 32.3 percent of
^lemson's alumni made gifts to
ttie Alumni Loyalty Fund in
f958. The top participation figlire for all institutions was
3
rinceton University's 72.2.
The other public institutions
between first-place Douglas College and seventh-place Clemson
pe Georgia Tech, Virginia Tech,
Jniversity of Massachusetts,
Jniversity of Vermont and Missouri Schools of Mines and Me- Saturday the IPTAY Banquet was held in the Dining Hall; during the presentation of awards,
tallurgy.
Elvin Smith, president of the Blue Bonnet Bowl, presented Clemson College the winners troClemson stood eighth nation- phy. Smith, left is shown giving the trophy to Frank Howard. (Tiger Photo by Alex Mc.
Cormack.)
continued on Page 8)

Tiger Feature Writer
One of the more fascinating consequences of prolific but undirected reading is that one is never
precisely sure what one will be
reading next. The tendency to
read out of habit is occasionally
condemned by various and sundry
intellectual types, but since they
are often rather hard to identify,
we can, for the moment, forget
them. In any case, we find reading beats playing bridge or organizing things as a pastime.
All of which above by way of
setting the stage for the fact that
we found ourselves reading Archibald MacLeish's "J.B.", the drama that won a Pulitzer Prize last
year.
Mr. MacLeish says things. Often
these things gall the reader, or
confuse him, or amuse him, but
it is certain that they will activate even the most sluggish sort
of brain cells.
Sometimes it becomes debatable whether or not he is employing outrageously esoteric symbolism or simply poking professorial fun at the unsuspecting reader. In any case, the appearance

a slightly seedy Mephistopholes is
not something one often encounters.
Since drama seems to be the
thing this week, an even more
stimulating bit of something is to
be found in G. B. Shaw's "Man
and Superman". G.B.S. has never been known to avoid the subtleties of humor and has even been
accused of tending towards the
wittiest iconclasm and pedanticism in the modern theater.
But it is perhaps these very
things that comprise his genius.
In any case it would be surprising if his works died before those
of Shakespeare and will certainly
outlast those of such as Paddy
Chayefesky. Incidentally, the
third act of this p7ay has often
been presented out of contest as
"Don Juan in Hell".

MU BETA PSI

(Continued from Page 1)
mately two hours.
Staging for Spring Sounds is being handled by Joe Suddeth, publicity by Steve McKay, coordination by R. C. Herman and Seating by Leitsey.

ulifzer Prize Winner, Harrison Salisbury, Gives Talk
miles, visiting various liberated
By BECKY EPTING
cities and front areas and spendTiger Assist. News Editor
Pulitzer Prize winner Harrison ing much time with the Red
Salisbury, the next Lecture Ser- Army.
ies speaker, was fired from the Returning to the United States
Editorship of the University of after the war, Salisbury became
nnesota's daily "for smoking a Foreign News Editor of the Unittigarette in the University lib- ed Press, covering the inaugural
Eary" some 30 years ago. Today conference of the United Nations
Salisbury is the Moscow corres- at San Francisco and subsequent
pondent of the New York Times. UN sessions until the end of 1948.
That same year he was ousted, It was during the year of 1949
Salisbury began working for the that the former college editor
Ejmted Press in Chicago to cover joined the staff of the New York
|he tail-end of the gang wars of Times and, three months later,
he Prohibition Era. "All those was in Moscow as its corresbombings, raids and killings pro- pondent in the Soviet Union. He
vided a good foundation for the remained in that country for five
[larger scale warfare of World years, the longest term of service
Var H a decade later," the journ- of any Times correspondent in
ist commented.
that country except for one of his
During World War II, he was predecessors.
Appointed London manager of the In 1953, Salisbury embarked on
CTnited Press and director of Eur- a trip to Soviet Central Asia, visopean coverage in 1943. He travel- iting Karganada, the home of prifed to North Africa and Teheran son labor; Alma Ata, capital of
ltd cover the Big Four meeting Kazakstan; Frunze, capital of Kirghizia; Tashkent, capital of Uzbejon special assignments.
Salisbury made his first visit kistan; ancient Samarkand, Bok|to Russia in 1944 when he accom hara, Fergana and Stalinabad,
panied the head of the United capital of Tadjikstan.
|3tates Chamber of Commerce on Thsi far-reaching trip to Soviet
' 6000-mile journey through the Asia was the first ever made by
Urals, Siberia and Central Asia, any American correspondent to all
bsiting big Russian steel, muni- those cities and the most extenstions and aircraft factories as ive ever made in modern times
|\vell as the "forbidden" cities of by any foreigner to this area,
which even in Czarist days was
Samarkand and Tashkent.
During this same year, the cor sealed off from the outside world.
Irespondent spent eight months in In a report to the American
■side Russia, traveling some 25,000 public, the journalist gave an eye-

witness report of the tremendous articles for the Times titled "Rusindustrial area which the Com- sia Re-Viewed." These articles almunists are building in "forbid- so served to earn for him the
den" Central Asia.
most
coveted of journalistic
After his return to the country awards — the Pulitzer Prize,
from his Moscow assignment, which he won for his excellence in
Salisbury wrote a series of foreign reporting during 1954.
• •****•*•*••****•••

Gives Second Of Lecture Series

In the fall of 1957, Salisbury
made a prolonged survey of the
Soviet satellite countries of Eastern Europe, visiting Yugoslavia,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Rumania, Poland, Bulgaria and Albania.
He was the first American foreign
correspondent to have visited
the latter country in about 12
years.
In a report about this Sovietdominated country, he said it is
"actually a little bit of Stalin's
Russia, preserved under glass—
the satellite of satellites."
The veteran reporter returned
to America and was immediately
assigned to investigate at first
hand the problems of juvenile delinquency. He wrote a series of
articles on teen-age street gangs
in their hangouts, their schools
and their homes. From this intensive survey came his book in
1958, "The Shook-Up Generation."
Soviet-America relations were
changing at a rapid pace and
Salisbury, an old hand at guaging
the temperature of the "cold
war," was anxious to get a new
look at the Russia he had known
so well in his years of reporting
from Moscow.
He persuaded his editors at the

New York Times to let him return to the Soviet Union in 1959
for a new survey of conditions
there.
Salisbury
spent four
months of that year traveling
throughout Russia, Siberia and
also made a long visit to the little known land of Mongolia.
When Vice-President Nixon
made his history-making visit to
Russia, the Times correspondent
was one of the newsmen to accompany the American statesman
throughout his stay in the Soviet Union. He was also chosen by
the Times to accompany Soviet
premier Khrushchev on his visit
to the United States.
The address to be made by
Salisbury in the college chapel at
11 a.m., April 11, will be the second one this semester in the Lecture Series.

RELEASE

(Continued from Page 1)
poise, naturalness), 20 per cent.
Carol Faulkenberry, arts and
sciences junior of Seneca, was the
recipient of the Trustees Medal
last year. Mrs. Faulkenberry was
the first women student to win
this award.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hardware - Sporting Goods
HARRISON E. SALISBURY

"Serving This Section Since 1885"

Interview Schedule
Mar. 28-Apr. 1
MONDAY
Republic Aviation Corporation, Farmingdale, Long Island, N. Y.:
Civil engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, mathematics and physics.
Abney Mills, Greenwood:
Industrial engineering and textile management.
TUESDAY
|J. Q;. Ross Engineering Division, Midland-Ross Corporation,
Atlanta:
Industrial engineering, mechanical engineering, textile management and textile science.
The torrington Company:
Industrial engineering and mechanical engineering.
Spartan Mills, Spartanburg:
Textile management and textile science.
WEDNESDAY
Berkeley Mills, Incorporated, Balfour, N. C, subsidiary of Kim< berly-Clark:
Textile chemistry, textile management and textile science.
S. H. Kress and Company:
All degrees.
Courtaulds Incorporated, Alabama:
Chemistry, physics, textile chemistry and textile science.
THURSDAY
Firestone Tire And Rubber Company, Atlanta Sales Openings
only.
All degrees.
Brookley Air Force Base, Mobile, Alabama:
Chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering and mechanical engineering.
Fairbanks, Morse and Company, Atlanta:
Chemical engineering, electrical engineering, industrial engineering.
FRIDAY
Celanese Fibers Company, Burlington, North Carolina:
Arts and sciences, industrial engineering, industrial management, textile management and textile science.

I"

SHEAFFERS
STUDENT Handwriting Kit
1 GENUINE SHEAFFER'S
Skripserl FOUNTAIN PEN
Regular Retail Price
$2.95
2 FIVE-PACKS FAMOUS
Skrip (ATRIDGES
Reg. Retail Price 49c each ...98
1 HANDWRITING BOOKLET FREE
VALUE
$3.93
Special for Students, only.. 981
L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, S. C.

Appears In Band Concert

Snstm t&ffi Jtos Y&u ?

Last Friday Frank Scimonelli joined the U. S. Navy Band in
their performance of two concerts. The group gave a press
conference, the first held since the airline crash in South
America. A story about this is located on page three. (Tiger
Photo by Alex Me Cor mack.)

RICHARD
SHICK
LOOKS AT

LUS

The front pages of 'the
Greenville News, State, Anderson Independent and
Charlotte Observer recently carried headlines about
the murder of a trio of middle-aged lady vacationers
at Starved Rock State Park.
LIFE this week has visited
the scene for a first hand
feature report on the murder, the park itself and each
of the families.

Kennedy And
Humphrey Politic
In Wisconsin
LIFE's front cover features hopeful Democratic
nominees Jack Kennedy and Hubert Humphrey, and,
on the inside, LIFE has a story of their strategic warpath in Wisconsin, each trying to win the state primary.
South Carolinians and Clemsonites, predominately
Democratic, will be faced soon with a primary involving these two to choose a Democratic presidential nominee. LIFE covers Kennedy's tactics, including those of
his relatives, and Humphrey's underdog strategic in
their bandwagon race around the state of Wisconsin.

TEST YOURSELF!

Editorials Feature Castro And Finch

If this ink blot reminds you that it's time to send
a note to the old folks at home, a note full of
laundry, it's clear your id is out of whack and
you're the kind who would stand In the Grand
Canyon and feel a touch of claustrophobia. All
of which is your problem.
Ours is these cigarettes: L*M. With our patented
Miracle Tip, we have found the secret that unlocks flavor in a filter cigarette, but not everyone
knows this-so we have more L*M's than we
need. You probably have less than you need.
When you write your folks why not ask them to
send you a carton of L&M's and not so much
starch in the collars, hey?

Reach for
flavor...
Reach for

IfM
©i960 Liggett A Myers Tobacco Co.

Editorialwise, LIFE's editors state that Fidel Castro's chief foreign policy is the systematic defamation
of the U. S. Cuban students at Clemson perhaps may
refute this statement. They go on to say that Castro
has thrown in with his Communist confederate to
launch a full scale propaganda attack on the U. S. Also,
it is said that Castro is "Indian giving" democratic
promises he made to his rebel followers and that the
U. S. should immediately set up an offshore transmitter
so that the U. S. might not lose contact with the Cuban
people. Clemson government students will be particularly interested in LIFE's editorial on the pros and cons
of the jury system with reference to the recent Finch
trial. Along with this editorial is an inside story on
why the jurors disagreed when they delivered their
verdict. LIFE examines each of the individual jurors
as they relate how they felt about the trial and the jurysystem.
Clemson students going into sociology as a career will
find LIFE's report on an experiment conducted by eight
Radcliff and Harvard College students quite interesting. In order to better understand the workings of the
mind of the mentally ill, these students, at their own
request, were locked up in the.bleak confines of Boston
State Hospital for four days and four nights. They
ate in the Dining Room, slept in the crowded wards.
These students relate their experiences in words and
pictures in this week's issue of LIFE.
But this is not all that LIFE offers this week: For
the artistic minded Clemson
Man, there is a feature on
the art of Russia that nobody sees; for followers of
hockey, Rx for hockey, ice;
for those with a green
thumb, triumphant annuals; for those who enjoyed
the snow we had, Blue
Ridge snowbound backwoods towns get help. This
and even more is to be had
in LIFE, March 28, 1960. At
your newsstand now.
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CDA Announces Sponsors For Dance Weekend
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Phi Eta Sigma Announces
Initiation Of New Members

Phi Eta Sigma, one of two college-wide honor fraternities begins
the informal initiation for 31 prospective members today. Informal
initiation for the candidates extends until Thursday, when the
formal initiation will be held.
New candidates will be required to wear plaques which are
facsimiles of the fraternity's key
around their necks and to carry
boxes of favors for the old members during the informal initiation
period.
Formal initiation will be held
7 p.m. in the YMCA Thursday.
A banquet to welcome the new
members will be held Friday
evening at the Southerner Restaurant, near Greenville.
Faculty advisor for the group is
Ben E. Goodale, who has worked
with the fraternity for about 15
years. Phi Eta Sigma has approximately 100 chapters in the United States. The Clemson chapter is
the only chapter in South Carolina.
Each year Phi Eta Sigma presents an award to the senior
having the highest grade-pointratio and an award to the freshman making the highest score on
a freshman math test compiled
and administered by the math department.
The candidates are: Forest J.
Ages, Jr., Physics, Columbia;
Tracy C. Atkinson, Ag En., Bishopville; William W. Blackburn,
Arts & Sciences, Clemson; and
Sponsors for CDA members during the dance weekend will be bottom row, Miss Peggy Wilson from Wake Forest for David
top row, left to right, Miss Genie Stallworth from Queens Col- Poole, placing; Miss Beverly Bowie from Converse College for
lege for Erwin Abell, president; Miss Sandra Browning from Frank Clark, decorations; Mrs. Pat Martin from Clemson for
Columbia College for Tom McTeer, vice-president; Miss Betty Dave Martin, alternus; and Miss Anne Bailey from Columbia
McDonald from McColl for Ronnie Crow, secretary-treasurer; College for Bob Aiken, floor chairman.
Miss Jo All from Queens College for Frank Eskridge, publicity;

CCP Announces Changes In By-Laws
Council of Club Presidents recently added Constitutional ByLaws to their present constitution. These by-laws, which are
presented below in a summary of
the most important ones, may
be amended by a two-thirds
vote of a quorum providing that
one week's notice of the proposed amendments has been given
to the CCP membership.
Chooses Organization
Where a CCP member is the

highest ranking officer of more
than one organization or publication, he will choose which
organization he wishes to represent and will designate the vicepresident, or the second highest
officer, of the other organization
as a permanent representative in
the CCP.
In the event that the second
highest officer is already a member of the CCP, the highest ranking officer shall appoint a per-

Plan To Enter "Miss Clemson" Event

manent representative from the
membership of that organization or publication.
Election Time
The CCP officers shall be
elected during the second meeting of the school year.
Student Body Presidents shall
call the second CCP meeting
within two weeks of the date distribution of the roll is made. At
this time the officers for the
current school year shall be
elected.
Nominations shall be received
from the floor. Officers shall be
elected by a simple majority
vote. Count shall be taken by

show of hands unless otherwise
called for by the membership.
Executive Committee shall
be composed of the officers
and the adviser of the CCP.
Executive Committee shall be
responsible for carrying out the
resolutions, policies and activi
ties approved by the CCP.
Schedule Committee shall be
composed of five members to be
appointed by the Chairman of
the CCP upon his election. This
committee shall provide a schedule calendar of club meeting
dates including sports events,
dance week-ends, concerts, and
other events which may interfere

Junior Chamber Of Commerce
Holds "Miss Clemson" Contest

Friday, March 25, 19601

with club attendance.
An members missing two CCP
meetings without sending a substitute representative shall be
given a probation notice, a copy
of which shall be sent to the
Club adviser. A probation notice shall be a written notice to
the member informing him of
his attendance delinquency and
its consequences.
Open Privileges
An organization belonging to
the CCP shall have the following privileges: CCP members
shall be listed in the major publications Taps, Blue Keys, and
YMCA Handbook; CCP members shall be provided club room
space if available, CCP members shall be allowed to hold
social functions using college
property and facilities, but CCP
members shall not be allowed to
hold such social functions during CDA dance hours, except
during intermissions.
Initiation Committee shall
draw up an initiation form to be
filled out and returned by the
club presidents seven days prior
to the date of their respective
club initiations.
The forms must be filled out
completely and approved before
the initiation may be held, such
approval or disapproval being
returned to the club three days
prior to initiation.

Harvey D. Burbage, Jr., Electrical Engineering, Greenville.
Also, Frederick M. Ehni, Architecture, Charleston; Thomas C.
Graham, Pre-medicine, Rock Hill;
Daniel P. Gray, Civil Engineering, Myrtle Beach; and Tatum W.
Gressette, Mechanical Engineering, Columbia.
Also, Benjamin L. Hagler, architecture, Columbia; Leon J. Hendrix, Jr., Electrical Engineering,
Greenville; John F. Hooker, Premedicine, Columbia; and Reginald A. Inman, Chemical Engineering, Whitmire.
Also, William D. Lee, Physics,
Camden; Harold E. Littleton,
Textile Chemistry, Hartsville;
Jerry Moore, Dairy, Anderson;
and William M. Murray, Electrical Engineering, St. George.
Also, J. Francis Pooie, Electrical
Engineering, Florence; Kenneth
E. Rhodes, Electrical Engineering, Florence; Hugh W. Richardson, Electrical Engineering, Seneca; and Nelson W. Rish, Forestry, Lexington.
Also, Clark E. Runion, Electrical Engineering,
Greenville;
Floyd R. Rushton, Electrical Engineering, Greenwood; Charles H.
Taylor, Electrical Engineering,
North Charleston; and Robert W.
Taylor, Jr., Electrical Engineering, Florence.
Also, Robert D. Temple, Chemistry, Mt. Pleasant; Hazel E.
Thompson, Electrical Engineering, Rock Hill; James A. Torgeson,
Physics,
Estherville,
Iowa; and Robert C. Whisonant,
Arts & Sciences, Gaffney.
Also, Weston C. Wilhelm, Architecture, Hampton; John W. Collins, Chemical Engineering, Pageland; and Paul M. Garrett, Mechanical Engineering, Anderson.

Letters To Tom

Expresses Appreciation For
Student Support Of Lecture
Dear Tom
May I express, through you, my
deep appreciation to all Clemson
students for the excellent reception which they gave the first lecture in our Public Lecture Series.
The auditorium was filled, and no
lecturer could have had a more
enthusiastic and appreciative audience than this group was.
Next time, on Apr. 11, when we
have our second lecture, the public address system will be improved so that no
one will have
any difficulty hearing.
The Committee of Clemson faculty and students feels that the
Lecture Series will mean much
to our College, and we ask for
th* continued interest of all those
whose support will mean the success of the undertaking.
Sincerely yours,
CLAUD B. GREEN
Chairman, Lecture
Series Committee

Commends Lecture
Series Committee
Dear Tom:
Ever since my freshman year
here at Clemson. I have been
dismayed at the lack of cultural
and intellectual events on campus. The Concert Series is very
good, and the college is to be
commended for making it possible for the students, faculty, and
other members of the Clemson
community to attend its presentations.
However, it constitutes a small
plug in a very wide gap. Upon
Mr. Deaton's suggestion, The Tiger is making an effort to publish a literary supplement. This

is good, but the students musl
want it and back it for such at[
effort to be successful. I sincere]
ly hope it is, for it will add aJ
indeterminable amount of inteJ
lectual stature to the college it|
self.
The main feeling behind thij
letter is one of congratulation
to Dr. Green, Dr. Edwards,
all others who were instrumental
in initiating the idea for the Lecl
ture Series and making it materj
ialize.
I think everyone will agree
Dr. Parkinson was received
fine Clemson fashion; far beyond
the hopes of this writer. The
ponse shown last Tuesday was sill
ent witness to the fact thai
Clemson wants lecturers and will
come out to hear them.
To the college, I say: You hava!
stirred an insatiable desire,
challenge you to satisfy this ded
sire by making the Lecture Ser-I
ies a permanent and integral partj
of the college, expanding to meet]
the needs of those who want
real education. You have a note-l
worthy start — do not let it dieJ
J. C. SCOTT, JR. '6(1

COLLEGE

(Continued from Page 7)
ally among state institutions in
terms of total alumni donors to
all purposes sponsored by the
alumnus' institution. Ohio State
University headed this listing
with 26,261 alumni donors. A
total of 9,116 Clemson alumni
made gifts of some sort.
The largest alumni average
gift to a state institution was
the average gift of $131,85 by
University of Missouri alumni.

The annual "Miss Clemson" contest, sponsored by
the local Junior Chamber of Commerce, will be held in
HERE AS ALWAYS
the college fieldhouse April 8.
The winner of the contest will represent Clemson in
the state finals to be held in Greenville in June. Miss
Lynn DuBose, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. DuBose of
Clemson, is the reigning queen.
A special feature will be the
n
selection of "Little Miss Clem- P. N. Smith, Converse College;
son." The preliminaries for this Peggy Kelley, daughter of Mr.
contest will be held at the col- and Mrs. Jess G. Kelley, Pendlelege YMCA April 1 and finalists
Pat Stone,
will appear on the program April ton High School;
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J. R. Wfemton
8. The contes't is open to all little
Stone, Daniel High School; Jo DIA*OHOS J
girls, ages 3 to 5.
WATCHES
Charles Brown is chairman of Ann Merck, daughter of Mr. and
the Little Tot contest and all in- Mrs. L. I. Merck, Winthrop Colterested parents are asked to con- lege; and Mary Deadwyler of Six
tact him for further information. Mile, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Cliff Fain is general chairman J. C. Deadwyler, Lander College.
for the beauty pageant and has
already received a number of entries. The girls will be judged in
three divisions, evening dress,
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES
talent and bathing suit.
Clemson coeds competing in the PALM BEACH - CAMPUS TOGS - HASPEL
contest will be Bette and Barbara
Bruce, both of Eustds, Fla.; WH-.
ma Bonham of Chesnee; of Joy
Workman of Chattanooga, Term.;
and Joan Goebel of Clemson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Goebel.
131 N. Main Street Greenville, S. C.
Others competing will be Elaine
Smith, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

"The Best
Diamonds For
Your Darling

HEYW00D-MAH0N

Wilma Bonham, left, and Joan Goebel, right, are two of the
Clemson coeds who will compete in the annual "Miss Clemson" contest sponsored by the Clemson Junior Chamber of
Commerce. Wilnia, 18, is from Chesnee and is an education
major; Joan, 18, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Goebel of
Clemson, is an arts and sciences major. The contest will be
held in the college fieldhouse Apr. 18. (Tiger Photo by Roger
Yikes.)

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

BE SOCIABLE---DRINK

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
Open Late After Dances

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.
Terry Bottling Company
Anderson

I Sing Of Arms And
Like [FILTER-BLEND!, Man,
For if you dig a modern filter cigarette
It figures that it's what's up front that is the most
Like pure Flavorsville, orbit stuff, and all that jazz;
And only Winston swings with FILTER-BLEND up front,
A real gone combo of golden, rich tobaccos
Selected and processed like for filter smoking;
That's why, dear cats or even squares, it's understood

ft FOUNTAIN SERVICE
ft SANDWICHES

ft NEWSSTAND

Winston tastes good like a cigarette should!

Greenwood

Under Appointment From Fepsi-Coli, New York

*. I. REYNOUS TOBACCO CO., WMSTON-SALEM. K.C.

